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KLPA Kenwood Ladies’ Pond Association 1903-2019
Name of Creator: Kenwood Ladies’ Pond Association (KLPA)
Extent: 7 boxes, 14 oversized items, 11 .avi, 5 .vob, 2 .ifo, 13 .pdf and 3. jpg
Administrative/Biographical History: Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association
(KLPA) is a voluntary organisation of women who care about the Ladies' pond
on Hampstead Heath. It was formerly known as the Association of the Users
of Kenwood Ladies Pond of Women and had early links with the Kenwood
Regulars Club.
KLPA's priority is to preserve the pond with its peaceful, natural qualities and
to maintain it as a women’s swimming place. The group also aims to provide
information and encourage women to enjoy the pond. KLPA regularly
organises events at the Ladies pond, such as New Year's Day swims, and
special swims on seasonal equinox days.
The KLPA is involved in campaigns to prevent the closure of ponds and
is publicly against compulsory charges to use the ponds. It also campaigns
against proposals to restrict the pond's opening and closing times. In 2016,
the group responded to the closure of the ponds due to the rebuilding of the
dams by knitting a 200-foot scarf to encircle the old hut and meadow.
Several publications and dissertations have been written on the history of the
KLPA and the ladies' pond at Hampstead Heath. Additionally, in 2015 an
exhibition of swimmers' artwork was shown at Kenwood House.
The group continues to function as an independent body and offers
membership to the association. Officer and committee positions are voluntary
and are annually selected at the KLPA's AGM.

Custodial History: Deposited with Bishopsgate Institute by Sarah Saunders,
July 2019.
Scope and Content:
Papers of Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association (KLPA), including: press
cuttings, articles and papers regarding Kenwood Ladies’ Pond Association,
Hampstead Heath and outdoor swimming, 1989-2018; papers and
correspondence regarding the business and administration of Kenwood
Ladies’ Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as the Association of the
Users of Kenwood Ladies Pond of Women), 1988-2017; photographs and
audio-visual material regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association (KLPA)
and the ponds at Hampstead Heath, 1903-2016; and printed material, artwork
and other items relating to Kenwood Ladies’ Pond Association (KLPA),
outdoor swimming, and the ponds on Hampstead Heath, 1987-2019. (19032019)
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System of Arrangement:
The Kenwood Ladies’ Pond Association archive is divided into the following
four sections:
KLPA/1: Press Cuttings
KLPA/2: Business and administration
KLPA/3: Photographs and audio-visual materials
KLPA/4: Printed material, artwork and other items
Language/scripts of material:
English
Access conditions:
OPEN
Copying conditions:
Photocopying, scanning and digital photography (without flash) is permitted
for research purposes on completion of the Library's Copyright Declaration
form and with respect to current UK copyright law.
Finding Aids:
Adlib catalogue and copy of handlist available in researcher’s area.
Rules and Conventions:
Compiled in compliance with General International Standard Archival
Description, ISAD(G), second edition, 2000; National Council on Archives
Rules for the Construction of Personal, Place and Corporate Names, 1997.
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KLPA

Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association
Papers of Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association
(KLPA), including: press cuttings, articles and
papers regarding Kenwood Ladies’ Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming, 1989-2018; papers and
correspondence regarding the business and
administration of Kenwood Ladies’ Pond
Association (KLPA) (previously known as the
Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond of Women), 1988-2017; photographs and
audio-visual material regarding Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) and the ponds at
Hampstead Heath, 1903-2016; and printed
material, artwork and other items relating to
Kenwood Ladies’ Pond Association (KLPA),
outdoor swimming, and the ponds on
Hampstead Heath, 1987-2019. (1903-2019)
OPEN
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1903-2019

KLPA/1

Press Cuttings

1989-2018

Press cuttings, articles and papers regarding
Kenwood Ladies’ Pond Association, Hampstead
Heath and outdoor swimming (1989-2018)
OPEN
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KLPA/1/1

Press Cuttings: 1989

1989

Article regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association (1989), including:
- article, 'Privacy Du Lac: Highgate Ladies'
Hidden Watering Hole' (by Amanda Craig) (from
The Evening Standard Magazine) (3 August
1989)
OPEN
KLPA/1/2

Press Cuttings: 1992

1992

Press cutting regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association (1992), including:
- photocopied press cutting, 'Way makes historic
waves on Heath' (author unknown) (from
Hampstead & Highgate Express) (10 January
1992)
OPEN
KLPA/1/3

Press Cuttings: 1994

1994

Press cutting regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association (1994), including:
- press cutting, 'Committee man attacks nudism
plan for pond' (author unknown) (source
unknown) (27 May 1994)
OPEN
KLPA/1/4

Press Cuttings: 1998

1998

Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association (1998), including:
- press cutting, 'Days on golden pond...glimpses
of brave women span 70 years of Kenwood
Ladies Pond on the heath' (four copies) (by
Joanna Clarke-Jones) (from Camden New
Journal) (28 May 1998)
- press cutting, 'Paradise found, on the Heath'
[by Ruth Gorb] [by Hampstead & Highgate
Express] (5 June 1998)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Men not
allowed...beyond this point' (two copies) (by
Sophie Radice) (from the 'London Life' section of
the Evening Standard) (15 June 1998)
- press cutting, 'Other side of the Heath' (by Lisa
Richards) (from Express Eye) (21 August 1998)
- press cutting, 'Men banned - except gardeners,
plumbers...' (author unknown) [by Hampstead &
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Highgate Express] (11 September 1998)
- press cutting, 'Kenwood swimmers frozen out'
(by Joanna Clarke-Jones) (from Camden New
Journal) (31 December 1998)
OPEN
KLPA/1/5

Press Cuttings: 1999

1999

Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association and outdoor bathing (1999),
including:
- photocopied press cutting, 'Cheek of it' (author
unknown) (from Peterborough Telegraph)
(January 1999)
- untitled photocopied press cutting regarding
individuals praying at Tokyo's Teppozu-Inari
shrine (from The Independent) (11 January
1999)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Breaking the ice: a
burning issue for the winter bathers' (author
unknown) [from the Evening Standard) (18
January 1999)
- press cutting, 'Heath swimmers left cold by film
fee 'favouritism'' (two copies) (by Joanna ClarkeJones) (from Camden News Journal) (21
January 1999)
OPEN
KLPA/1/6

Press Cuttings: 2000

2000

Press cuttings and papers regarding Kenwood
Ladies' Pond Association and Hampstead Heath
(2000), including:
- press cutting, 'Clams with a bang: grenade in
Heath pond' (by Julie Tomlin) (source unknown)
(13 January 2000)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Vandals bring
holiday misery' (by Catherine Etoe) (from
Camden New Journal) (27 July 2000)
- press cutting. 'Fascists' wrecked my work, says
artist' (by Chris Leggett) [from Hampstead and
Highgate Express] (28 July 2000)
- press cutting, 'Exposing the real ladies pond
vandals' (by Margaret Hepburn, chair of
Kenwood Ladies Pond Association) (from the
'Letters' section of Camden News Journal) (3
August 2000)
- press cutting, 'Tide turns against artist' (by
Valerie Dunn) ([from the 'Letters' section] of
Camden News Journal) (10 August 2000)
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- correspondence regarding Orla Barry's [art]
project
- magazine, 'Refugees: Free magazine for
Hampstead Heath' (featuring a section on
outdoor swimming) (by Orla Barry) (c2000)
OPEN
KLPA/1/7

Press Cuttings: 2002

2002

Press cuttings and papers regarding Kenwood
Ladies' Pond Association (2002), including:
- press cutting, 'Swimming in a cold climate'
(unknown author) (source unknown) (13
February 2002)
- press cutting, 'Letters: There's nothing to
compare with an early morning swim' (by Mary
Cane) (from Hampstead & Highgate Express) (4
April 2002)
- press cutting, 'A great way to break the ice'
(three copies) (by Jane Wright) (from Camden
New Journal) (25 July 2002)
- press cutting, 'Winter food for winter's
swimmers' (three copies) (by Jane Wright) (from
Camden New Journal) (28 November 2002)
- press cutting, 'Free morning swim to be
scrapped after Lido refurb' (by Catherine Etoe)
(from Camden New Journal) (28 November
2002)
- press cutting, 'No to Heath cycle routes' (by
Catherine Etoe) (from Camden New Journal) (28
November 2002)
- untitled press cutting regarding the launch of
Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association's launch of
the book 'Hungry Winter Swimmer' (author
unknown) (from the Hampstead & Highgate
Express) (29 November 2002)
OPEN
KLPA/1/8

Press Cuttings: 2003

2003

Press cuttings and papers regarding Kenwood
Ladies' Pond Association and the pond on
Hampstead Heath (2003), including:
- press cutting, 'Taking the plunge and staying
young' [by John Gulliver] (from Camden New
Journal) (2 January 2003)
- press cutting, 'Snow place like it for a winter
dip' (three copies) (author unknown) (from
Camden New Journal) (9 January 2003)
- press cutting, 'Neither snow nor ice...there's
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nothing like taking an early morning dip in icy
waters to get the day off to a great start. Is
there?' (by Amanda Blinkhorn) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (17 January 2003)
- press cutting, 'Jane gave me an education'
(author unknown) (from the Camden New
Journal) (23 January 2003)
- press cutting, 'Heath cutback 'eroding our
freedom to swim'' (by Jane Wright) (from
Camden New Journal) (February 2003)
- press cutting, 'Ponds are symbol of a little
piece of paradise' (three copies) (by multiple
authors) (from Camden New Journal) (27
February 2003)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers drowning in self-pity'
(two copies) (by Catherine McGuiness,
chairman of Hampstead Heath Management
Committee) [from Camden New Journal] (20
February 2003)
- press cutting, 'Judge wades in over ponds
hours row' (by Jane Wright) (27 March 2003)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers lose fight over
opening hours' (by Sue Gyford) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (28 March
2003)
- press cutting, 'Corporation of London: the
inside for outsiders' (by Sue Gyfrod) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (4 April
2003)
- press cutting, 'Soft words don't fool us about
plans for the Heath' (by Robert Sutherland
Smith) (from Camden New Journal) (29 May
2003)
- press cutting, 'Heath swimmers face dips
without lifeguards' (by Jane Wright) (from
Camden New Journal) (26 June 2003)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers: Pond without
lifeguards just madness' (by Jane Wright) (from
Camden New Journal) (17 July 2003)
- press cutting, 'New bid to end Heath swimming
controversy' (by Sue Gyford) (from Hampstead
& Highgate Express) (27 June 2003)
- press cutting, 'Corporation guilty of ignoring
good advice from Heath swimmers' (by multiple
authors) (from Hampstead & Highgate Express)
(11 July 2003)
- press cutting, 'Running pond cuts no ice with
real swimmers' (two copies) (by Joyce Glasser)
(from Camden New Journal) (24 July 2003)
- press cutting, 'Swim row stalemate' (by Jane
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Wright) (source unknown) (August 2003)
- press cutting, 'Open air swimming threat' (by
Jane Wright) (source unknown) (August 2003)
- press cutting. '30,000 have a splashing time in
the ponds: Massive queues force temporary
closure of the coolest place in London' (by
Catherine Etoe) (from Camden New Journal) (14
August 2003)
- press cutting, 'Coolest place in London' [by
Catherine Etoe] (from Camden New Journal) (14
August 2003)
- press cutting, 'Sun-worshippers ruining our
pond' (by Joyce Glasser) (from Camden New
Journal) (21 August 2003)
- press cutting, 'How about a spot of peace,
Tatton?' (by L Lee) (from the 'Letters to the
Editor' section of The Guardian) (27 August
2003)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers pool their resources
for fight' (also a photocopy of this press cutting)
(by Sue Gyford) (from Hampstead & Highgate
Express) (29 August 2003)
- press cutting, 'Heath winter swimmers will lose
their dawn dips' (two copies) (by Jane Wright)
(from Camden New Journal) (25 September
2003)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers in the cold after
report shock' (two copies) (by Luke David) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (26
September 2003)
- press cutting, 'Police patrol as row over
swimming curbs heats up' (by Jane Wright)
(from Camden New Journal) (2 October 2003)
- press cutting, 'Frosty reception for pond heath
experts' (by Luke David) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (3 October 2003)
- press cutting, 'Don't be so wet' (four copies)
(author unknown) (from The Economist) (4
October 2003)
- press cutting, 'I bravely swim with the dawn
dippers as they face extinction' (by Valentine
Low) (from the Evening Standard) (8 October
2003)
- press cutting, 'Winter swimmers fight for the
right to start their day with a dawn dip' (by Afrika
Akbar) (from The Independent) (9 October 2003)
- press cutting, 'Against the tide' (two copies)
(author unknown) (9 October 2003)
- press cutting, 'Stop persecuting swimmers' (by
Peter Cuming) (from Camden New Journal) (23
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October 2003)
- press cutting, 'Barrister wades into row over
early-morning dips' (by Jane Wright) (from
Camden New Journal) (23 October 2003)
- press cutting, 'Top QC joins battle of the ponds'
(by Luke David) (from Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (24 October 2003)
- press cutting, 'Lifeguards save woman who
suffers heart attack' (two copies) (by Jane
Wright) (from Camden New Journal) (30
October 2003)
- press cutting, 'Dinner honours Heath's woman
of vision' (author unknown) (from Camden New
Journal) (30 October 2003)
- press cutting, 'Heart attack drama at
Hampstead pond' (by Luke David) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (31 October
2003)
- press cutting, 'Icy reception to pond ruling'
(author unknown) (from Hampstead & Highgate
Express) (5 December 2003)
- press cutting, 'Why extend the risk for a
Christmas Day plunge?' (by Robert Sutherland
Smith, Chairman of United Swimmers
Association of Hampstead Heath) (source
unknown) (12 December 2003)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Litigation rules in
an ever-changing world' (by Michael Beloff)
(from the 'Special Report: Year of Support and
Law' section of The Daily Telegraph) (16
December 2003)
OPEN
KLPA/1/9

Press Cuttings: January - September 2004
Press cuttings and articles regarding Kenwood
Ladies' Pond Association, Hampstead Heath
and outdoor swimming (2004), including:
- press cutting, 'Swimmers poised to block £2m
Lido plans' (two copies) (by Jane Wright) (from
Camden New Journal) (8 January 2004)
- press cutting, 'Heath ponds special: charge for
swims must be resisted' (two copies) (by May
O'Brien) (from Hampstead & Highgate Express)
(14 January 2004)
- press cutting, 'No, really, it's f-f-fine' (two
copies) (by Gary King) (from Telegraph
Weekend) (28 February 2004)
- issue of Hampstead and Highgate Express
featuring several articles on outdoor bathing and
12

2004

swimming pools (two copies of issue) (30
January 2004)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers leap up and down
over springboard' (by Jane Wright) (from
Camden New Journal) (29 January 2004)
- press cutting, 'Not illegal to take a dip on the
wild side' (by multiple authors) (from the 'Letters
to the Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (3
February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heavenly Waters' (by Michele
Hanson) (from The Guardian) (10 February
2004)
- press cutting, 'Heath swim club ready to
launch' (by Jane Wright) (unknown source) (11
[March] 2004)
- press cutting, 'Lido faces summer closures' (by
Jane Wright) (from Camden New Journal) (25
March 2004)
- press cutting, 'Rediscovering the free-for-all
essence of swimming in rivers' (by Harry Eyres)
(from the 'Last Word' section of the Financial
Times) (21 March 2004)
- press cutting, 'Pond row explodes' (by Sunita
Rappai) (from the Camden New Journal) (29
March 2004)
- press cutting, 'My father the tree hugger' (a
review of Tim Jeal's book called 'Swimming with
my Father') (by Ruth Gorb) (from Camden New
Journal) (25 March 2004)
- press cutting, 'At 88, Percy starts the day with
plunge in pond' (two copies) (by Dan Carrier)
(from Camden New Journal) (29 April 2004)
- press cutting, 'The last days of the lidos' (by
Bel Jacobs) (from the Metro) (13 May 2004)
- press cutting, 'Disabled won't be able to use
pool where hoist is installed' (by Jane Wright)
(from Camden New Journal) (13 May 2004)
- press cutting, 'Heath swimmers thrown a
lifeline' (by Luke David) (21 May 2004)
- press cutting, 'Red tape at the deep end'
(author unknown) (unknown source) (26 May
2004)
- press cutting, 'Swimming on the Heath is a
delight' (two copies) (by Carla M Wartenberg)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Camden New Journal) (3 June 2004)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers have lost Lido battle'
(by MBC La Frenlere) (from the 'Letters to the
Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (24
June 2004)
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- press cutting, 'Heath bosses pull the plug on
pond dippers' (by Andrew Brightwell) (from
Hampstead & Highgate Express) (16 July 2004)
- press cutting, 'It's a lesser lido with no board'
(two copies) (by Margaret Macdonald) ([from
the 'Letters to the Editor' section] of Camden
New Journal) (22 July 2004)
- press cutting, 'The swim guaranteed to give
you cold feet' (by David Harding) (from the
Metro) (29 July 2004)
- press cutting, 'Bus driver John in Lido chain
threat' (by Jane Wright) (from Camden New
Journal) (29 July 2004)
- press cutting, 'Heath chiefs admit safety
breaches after tragedy' (by Jonathan Allen)
(from Camden New Journal) (1 July 2004)
- press cutting, 'Early-dip swimmers face ban in
safety row over ponds on heath' (by Ross Lydall)
(from the Evening Standard) (19 July 2004)
- press cutting, 'Corporation in the dark over
pond' (by Robert Sutherland Smith, Chairman of
United Swimmers Association of Hampstead
Heath) (from Hampstead and Highgate Express)
(30 July 2004)
- press cutting, 'Spiralling number of geese
causes a flap' (by Luke David) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (30 July 2004)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers go off the deep end
as vandals shut ladies' pond for day' (two
copies) (by Dan Carrier) (from the Camden New
Journal) (5 August 2004)
- press cutting, 'Block this hatchet job over the
lido' (by Joyce Glasser) (from the 'Letters to the
Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (5
August 2004)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers take legal action after
ponds ban' (author unknown) (from the
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (6 August
2004)
- press cutting, 'Swimming hours fast
disappearing' (by Maggie Ray-Jones) (from the
'Opinion' section of the Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (6 August 2004)
- press cutting: '£80,000 fine over death in park
hits Heath's budget' (from Camden New Journal)
(12 August 2004)
- press cutting, 'Court tussle over right to swim'
(two copies) (by Jane Wright) (from Camden
New Journal) (12 August 2004)
- press cutting, 'Keep the Lido as it is - deep'
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(two copies) and 'Plugging the leaks' (by multiple
authors) (from the 'Letters to the Editor' section
of Camden New Journal) (12 August 2004)
- press cutting, 'Mystery donor offers Lido cash'
(by Jane Wright) (from Camden New Journal)
(12 August 2004)
- press cutting, 'CoL poised to reject £250k gift'
(author unknown) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (13 August 2004)
- press cutting, 'Fighting for the rights of all
swimmers' (by Robert Sutherland Smith from
United Swimmers Association) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (13 August 2004)
- untitled press cutting regarding the annual
Hampstead duathlon (author unknown) (from the
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (10
September 2004)
- article, 'I ribelli del laghetto; (author unknown)
(from La Republica) (18 September 2004)
- press cutting, 'Heath swimmers fight for future
of ponds' (by Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (26 September 2004)
OPEN
KLPA/1/10

Press Cuttings: October - December 2004
Press cuttings and articles regarding Kenwood
Ladies' Pond Association, Hampstead Heath
and outdoor swimming (2004), including:
- press cutting, 'Troubled waters as mixed pond
plan is slammed' (two copies) (by Kate Samuel)
(from Hampstead and Highgate Express)
- press cutting, 'Heath early dips plea is
snubbed' (two copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from
Camden New Journal) (21 October 2004)
- press cutting, 'Budget crisis hits the Heath' and
'Good summers blamed for Heath's budget
deficit' (two copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from
Camden New Journal) (28 October 2004)
- press cutting, 'Gale fear set to force evacuation
of Heath' (by Katie Samuel) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (29 October 2004)
- press cutting, 'Xmas Heath swim saved' (by
Jane Wright) (unknown source) (November
2004)
- press cutting, 'Silks refuse to sink over early
morning dip' (two copies) (by Frances Gibb)
(unknown source) (1 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Fungus is bogeyman as Heath
tree topples' (by Sunita Rappai) (from Camden
15
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New Journal) (4 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Crisis on the Heath as the cash
runs out' (four copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from
Camden New Journal) (18 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers fight for their morning
dip' (by Patrick Sawer) (from the Evening
Standard) (3 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Asbo powers can be abused by
the police' (letter by Peter Cuming referring to
anti-social behaviour legislation) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden New
Journal) (4 November 2004)
- press cutting, ' "Stop wasting cash" Heath body
told' (three copies and one photocopy of the
press cutting) (by Sunita Rappai) (from Camden
New Journal) (4 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'How to avoid any trouble' (by
Rachel Douglas) ([from the 'Letters to the Editor'
section] of Camden New Journal) (4 November
2004)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Early-bird
swimmers fight for the right to their winter dip'
(by Jonathan Brown) (from The Independent) (8
November 2004)
- [advert], 'United Swimmers' Association of
Hampstead Heath: Permanent Closure of Mixed
Swimming Pond' (three copies) (by United
Swimmers' Association of Hampstead Heath,
Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association, Highgate
Lifebuoys and Hampstead Heath Winter
Swimming Club) (from Camden New Journal) (1
November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Veteran swimmers pay their
tribute to comrades who fell' (two copies) (by
Dan Carrier) (from Camden New Journal) (18
November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Massive incompetence
endangers ponds' (two copies) (by multiple
authors) (from the 'Letters Extra' section of
[Camden New Journal]) (18 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Heath Ponds: closure threat'
(two copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from Camden
New Journal) (18 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Ponds in firing line in Heath
crisis' (three copies) (author unknown) (from
Camden New Journal) (18 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Sheer vandalism to close the
ponds' (three copies) (author unknown) (from
the 'Comment' section of Camden New Journal)
(18 November 2004)
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- press cutting, 'Heat on managers after Heath
cash flow problems' (two copies) (by Peter
Cuming) (from Camden New Journal) (18
November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Cash crisis threat to Heath's
future' (by Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (19 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Anger over the future of historic
heath' (by Hugh Muir) (from The Guardian) (19
November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Opponents are guilty of muddled
thinking' (by Peter Forrest) (from the
'Letters/Comment' section of Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (19 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Ponds are a crippling burden on
our budget' (four copies) (by Catherine
McGuiness) (from Camden New Journal) (25
November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Heath bosses warn: "You can't
bully us"' (two copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from
Camden New Journal) (25 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Heath pond is vital to the
community' (two copies) (by multiple authors)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Camden New Journal) (25 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Heath swimmers fight for future
of ponds' (by Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (26 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Please tell me it's only a
nightmare' (by Deborah Moggach) (from the
'Opinion' section of Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (26 November 2004)
- press cutting, 'What Heath cuts will mean for
one Hampstead family' (three copies) (by
Elizabeth Weeks) (from the 'Letters on the
heath' section of Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (26 November 2004)
- press cutting. 'A great shame' (by Margaret
Hepburn) (unknown source) (November 2004)
- press cutting, 'Don't even think of closing the
ponds' (four copies) (by multiple authors) (from
the 'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden
New Journal) (2 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers fight to save a
national treasure' (three copies) (by Duncan
Campbell and Hugh Muir) (from The Guardian)
(2 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'How dare they think of closing
the ponds' (by multiple authors) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden New
17

Journal) (2 December 2004)
- press cutting, '"Why isn't Hampstead Heath's
£5.5m enough?" demand campaigners' (author
unknown) [from Avenues Online] (2 December
2004)
- press cutting, 'Battle lines drawn over ponds
closure' (by Sunita Rappai) (from Camden New
Journal) (2 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'The end of Heath swimming is
nigh' (by Katie Samuel) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (3 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Ponds should be at the heart of
CoL thinking' (by Julia Dick) (from the 'Letters to
the Editor' section of Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (3 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Where else in the world can we
swim with swans?' (by Sally Taylor) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (3
December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Quality sacrificed to meanness'
(four copies) (by Harry Eyres) (from the 'Last
Word' section of the Financial Times) (4
December 2004)
- press cutting, 'We will always swim in the
Heath ponds' (four copies) (by multiple authors)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Camden New Journal) (9 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Pond revolt grows' (four copies)
(by Sunita Rappai) (from Camden New Journal)
(9 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Why can't we inspect the
Heath's accounts?' (three copies) (by Sebastian
Taylor) (from Camden New Journal) (9
December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Hands off London's little Lake
District' (three copies) (by Simon Jenkins) (from
the Evening Standard) (9 December 2004)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Livingstone in
threat to take control of heath's public pools' (by
Paul Waugh) (6 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Keep ponds open to swimmers
or hand them over' (by Ollie Lane) (unknown
source) (9 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Has the Heath been managed
properly?' (by multiple authors) (from the 'Letters
to the Editor' from Camden New Journal) (9
December 2004)
- press cutting, 'If we can swim in the Channel
why not the pond?' (by Richard Preston) (from
the 'Comment' section of The Telegraph) (9
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December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Big fish join bid to save Heath
ponds' (two copies) (by Katie Samuel) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (10
December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Heavenly waters' (two copies)
(by Michele Hanson) (from 'G2' from The
Guardian) (10 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Lifeguard on a rescue mission'
(two copies) (from the 'Opinion' section of
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (10
December 2004)
- press cutting, 'What is happening to this
wonderful area?' (two copies) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (10 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Ponds are saved but swimmers
must pay' (three copies and two photocopied
copies) (by Paul Waugh) (from the Evening
Standard) (13 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Rethink over plan to shut ponds'
(by Duncan Campbell) (from The Guardian) (14
December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers' victory in ponds
campaign' (by Tom Mackenzie) (unknown
source) (16 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Ponds may have a price, but
also a value' (four copies) (by multiple authors)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Camden New Journal) (16 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Ponds are safe, but will swim
miners pay?' (four copies) (by Sunita Rappai)
(16 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Sacrilege to consider closure of
the ponds' (by Ann M Ryan) (from the 'Letters to
the Editor' section of Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (17 December 2004)
- press cutting, '1,000 sign petition but more still
needed' (by Katie Samuel) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (17 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Pond row explodes' (author
unknown) (from Camden New Journal) (21
December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Heath managers told: Open
accounts' (two copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from
Camden New Journal) (22 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Ponds are the jewel in the
Heath's crown' (four copies) (by multiple
authors) (from the 'Letters to the Editor' section
of Camden New Journal) (22 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'We can't keep up our big
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spending on ponds' (by Catherine McGuinness)
(from the 'Letters/Comment' section of the
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (23
December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Swimming charges are an insult
to everyone who values freedom' (by May
O'Brien) and 'Busybodies are killing pond fun'
(by Carole Tucker) (both from the 'Letters to the
Editor' section of the Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (23 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'We must unite to fight pond
closures' (five copies) (by multiple authors)(from
the 'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden
New Journal) (30 December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Rhona's in the swim' (author
unknown) (from Camden New Journal) (30
December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Pond charges would be a
"logistical nightmare"' (four copies) (by Sunita
Rappai) (from Camden New Journal) (30
December 2004)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers make a splash, and a
stand' (two copies) [by John Gulliver] (from
Camden New Journal) (30 December 2004)
OPEN
KLPA/1/11

Press Cuttings: January 2005
Press cuttings, papers and articles regarding
Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association, Hampstead
Heath and outdoor swimming (2005), including:
- article, 'Iron Ambition: China' (author unknown)
(from High life: British Airways) (January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Harrogate decided whether
paddling pools sink or swim' (two copies) (by
Martin Wainwright) (from The Guardian) (5
January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Margaret Gardiner' (by Jane
Morgan) (from the 'Obituaries' section of The
Guardian) (5 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers ready to dive into the
conflict' (three copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from
Camden New Journal) (6 January 2005)
- press cutting, '£500k is too much to police a
park' (four copies) (by multiple authors) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden New
Journal) (6 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Join with us in battle to save
Heath swims' (by Sally Taylor) and '£500,000
pond bill a con trick?' (by multiple authors) (from
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the 'Letters to the Editor' section of the
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (7 January
2005)
- press cutting, 'Nature has no value in
Corporation's thinking' (by Lesley Chamberlain)
and 'What price can be put on a life?' (by Joy
Walter) (both from the 'Opinion' section of the
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (7 January
2005)
- press cutting, 'Charging swimmers may be only
solution' (by Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (7 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Plunge into rebellion' (two
copies) (by Ross Lydall) (from the Evening
Standard) (11 January 2005)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Fire Danger' and
'Cash to Splash' (by unknown authors) (both
from the Evening Standard) (11 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers condemn pond
meeting "sham"' (four copies) (by Kim Janssen)
(from Camden New Journal) (13 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath will be eroded by
monstrous house' (by Marc Mullen) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (13 January
2005)
- press cutting, 'Even the King said preserve the
Heath' (three copies and three photocopied
copies) (by Mary Cane) (from Camden New
Journal) (13 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Let the swimmers be Pond
guardians' and 'First the Ponds - then the rest of
the Heath?' (five copies) (both by multiple
authors) (both from the 'Letters to the Editor'
section of Camden New Journal) (13 January
2005)
- press cutting, 'Breakdown in trust is not total
and so managers must go' (by multiple authors),
'Any moves to' (by unknown author), 'Teenage
swimmer backs Livingstone takeover proposal'
(by Eva Wolmouth) and 'Lavish provisions
squandering cash' (two copies) (by Brian
Simpson) (all from the 'Letters to the Editor'
section of the Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (14 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Crucial problem is loss of trust'
(by unknown author) (from the 'Opinion' section
of Hampstead and Highgate Express) (14
January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Peace deal for Hampstead's
pond bathers' (by Ross Lydall) (from Evening
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Standard) (14 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Revealed: CoL's £100,000 plan
to sink swimmers' (by Andrew Brightwell) (14
January 2005)
- article, 'Class Conscious' (by Andrew Martin)
(from New Statesman) (17 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Last Dip?' (author unknown)
(from The Telegraph) (19 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Ponds issue 'hijacked' for
political gain' (two copies) (by Sunita Rappai)
(from Camden New Journal) (20 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath chiefs - back down and
step down' (three copies) (by multiple authors)
(from Camden New Journal) (20 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Tea - and water - with Tony H'
[by John Gulliver] (from Camden New Journal)
(20 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Praying for the ponds' (by
Catherine McGuinness), 'Time for CoL to rescue
its reputation and honour' (by Dr Gillian Klein)
and 'No longer fit to run the heath' (by multiple
authors) (all from the 'Letters to the Editor'
section of Hampstead and Highgate Express)
(21 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Ponds meeting did see 150
turned away' (three copies) (by multiple authors)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Camden New Journal) (27 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Teenage sons revel in ponds'
(by Mandy Oliver) (from the 'Letters/Comment'
section of Hampstead and Highgate Express)
(28 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Bosses don't deserve benefit of
the doubt' (by multiple authors) 'Crocodile shock'
(by unknown author) and 'Confident the courts
will return CoL costs' (by Ian D Luder) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (28 January 2005)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Heath funding
crisis' (by Ann Bronkhorst) (from The Archer)
(January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Official - it will cost you to have a
dip on the Heath' (author unknown) (unknown
source) (January 2005)
OPEN
KLPA/1/12

Press Cuttings: February 2005
Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
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swimming (2005), including:
- press cutting, 'Body lay in Heath pond gully'
(two copies) (by Jonathan Allen) (from Camden
New Journal) (3 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers unite to fight pond
closures' (three copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from
Camden New Journal) (3 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Not illegal to take a dip on the
wild side' (three copies) (by multiple authors)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Camden New Journal) (3 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Constable's arresting Heath
swimming painting goes on display at Kenwood'
(two copies) (by Dan Carrier) (from Camden
New Journal) (3 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath pond is vital to the
community' (by multiple authors) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden New
Journal) (3 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers were bound to fight
for their rights' (by Robert Sutherland-Smith,
Chairman of United Swimmers Association of
Hampstead Heath and Elizabeth Weeks) (from
the 'Opinion' section of Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (4 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'An icy plunge for the ultimate
high' (two copies) (by Carola Long) (from The
Times) (5 February 2005)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Britain, land of the
timid' (by Libby Purves) (from The Times) (7
February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Is honesty the best policy?'
(author unknown) (unknown source) (10
February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Official - pay for pond dip' (by
Sunita Rappai) (by Camden New Journal) (10
February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Livingstone would be a Heath
disaster' (two copies) (by multiple authors) ([from
the 'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden
New Journal) (10 February 2005)
- untitled letter regarding the campaign to save
the ponds [in Hampstead] (by Valerie Dunn)
(from the ['Letters to the Editor'] section of
Camden New Journal) (10 January 2005)
- press cutting, 'Masochistic swimmers should
get a life, and a grip on reality' (by Brian
Coleman) (from the 'Letters/Comment' from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (11 February
2005)
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- press cutting, 'Penny-pinchers: Ken slams
Heath chiefs' (by March Mullen) (from
Hampstead & Highgate Express) (11 February
2005)
- press cutting, 'Is pond solution just the ticket?'
(unknown author) (from the 'Comment'
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (11 February
2005)
- press cutting, 'Folly of charging for Heath swim'
(four copies) (multiple authors) (from Camden
New Journal) (17 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Meeting silences swim protests'
(author unknown) (from Camden New Journal)
(17 February 2005)
- press cutting. 'Days when trust was the key'
(by Sally Taylor), 'Back in 1890 they knew the
value of Heath' (by Mary Cane), 'It's Cllr
Coleman who needs a life' (by Robert
Sutherland-Smith), 'Sick to death of ponds saga'
(by Alex Woolfall) and 'Beautiful to paint,
wonderful to swim in' (by Jennifer Ford and Dr
Hanka Kaweeka Lee) (all from the 'Letters to the
Editor' section of Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (18 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Voters will give Brian a wide
birth' (by Hugh Middleton-Cooper and Lesley
Chamberlain) (from the 'Opinion' section of
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (18 February
2005)
- press cutting, 'Expect to shiver into next week'
(by Ben Hoyle) (from The Times) (23 February
2005)
- press cutting, 'Lido repairs budget bust by
£80,000' (by Sunita Rappai) (source unknown)
(24 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Campaigners vow to fight pond
charge' (three copies) (from Camden New
Journal) (by Sunita Rappai) (24 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath swimmers must splash
out on a dip' (author unknown) (from Avenues
Online) (24 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Moscow has copied our valuable
ponds' (five copies) (by multiple authors) (from
the 'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden
New Journal) (24 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Quit over swimming debacle'
(four copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from Camden
New Journal) (24 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Poet's line odes to order' (by
Caroline McClatchey) (from Hampstead and
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Highgate Express) (25 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Pond life on show at the cinema'
(author unknown) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (25 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Health and safety laws are
misused' (by Celine La Freniere) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (25 February 2005)
- press cutting, 'Volunteering is a growing
concern' (by Bobby de Joia) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (25 Februrary 2005)
- press cutting, 'Coleman's attack on swimmers
was wide of the mark' (by Dr Gillian Klein) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (25 February
2005)
- press cutting, 'Pond swimmers pledge to fight
for their water rights' (by Marc Mullen) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (25 February
2005)
OPEN
KLPA/1/13

Press Cuttings: March 2005
Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming (2005), including:
- press cutting, 'Win tickets to ponds debate'
(author unknown) (from Camden New Journal)
(3 March 2005)
- press cutting. 'Expect no more cash for Heath'
(two copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from Camden
New Journal) (3 March 2005)
- press cutting, 'What happened to listening to
people?' (three copies) (by multiple authors)
(from [the 'Letters to the Editor' section] of
Camden New Journal) (3 March 2005)
- press cutting, 'Ponds are a drop in CoL's
budget ocean' (by Robert Sunderland-Smith,
Chairman of United Swimmers Association of
Hampstead Heath) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (4 March 2005)
- press cutting, 'Volunteers needed to keep
Heath funds alive' (by Marc Mullen) (Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (4 March 2005)
- press cutting, 'Machines at ponds may not
issue tickets' (author unknown) (Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (4 March 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers in fight to stop
Hampstead Heath pond charge' (author
unknown) (from The Londoner) (March 2005)
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- press cutting. 'Ponds review forgot about
concessions' (two copies) (by multiple authors)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Camden New Journal) (10 March 2005)
- press cutting, 'Play area revamp pledge as
Heath cash crisis eases' (two copies) (by Sunita
Rappai) (from Camden New Journal) (10 March
2005)
- press cutting, 'Farce of the lifeguards shows up
incompetence on the Heath' (two copies) (by
David Felix) (from the 'Letters to the Editor' fom
Camden New Journal) (17 March 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath cops face tough test as
crimewave hits' (by Kim Janssen) (from Camden
New Journal) (24 March 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath must make more savings
says Corporation of London' (author unknown)
(source unknown) (24 March 2005)
- press cutting, 'Fleas jump to it and help make
pond safer for swimmers' (two copies) (by Sunita
Rappai) (31 March 2005)
- press cutting, 'Small minority try to damage
reputation of Heath lifeguards' (by Simon Lee)
(from Camden New Journal) (31 March 2005)
OPEN
KLPA/1/14

Press Cuttings: April 2005
Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming (2005), including:
- press cutting, 'Danes urge swimmers to keep
up the fight' (by Kristian Engsig) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (1 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Poor value of Heath cops and
lifeguards' (three copies) (by multiple authors)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Camden New Journal) (7 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Court to rule on 'first light' Heath
swims' (two copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from
Camden New Journal) (7 April 2005)
- printed online [article], 'Hampstead swimmers
fight heath pond ban' (author unknown) (from
The Times) (8 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers plead: Let us take
risks' (by Richard Osley) (from Camden New
Journal) (14 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Pond anger should be directed
at HSE' (by multiple authors) (from the 'Letters
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to the Editor' section of Camden New Journal)
(14 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath guardians under attack for
'deplorable' public relations' (by Sunita Rappai)
(21 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Survey Shelved' (author
unknown) (unknown source) (21 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Hampstead swimmers win back
their early morning dip' (by Lech Mintowt-Czyz)
(from the Evening Standard) (26 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Making Waves' (author
unknown) (from the Financial Times) (27 April
2005)
- press cutting, 'Pond swimmers win right to take
the plunge' (by Joshua Rozenberg) (from the
Daily Telegraph) (27 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers score victory against
"nanny state"' (two copies) (by Frances Gibb)
(from The Times) (27 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Hardy bathers win right to swim
unsupervised' (by Clare Dyer) (from The
Guardian) (27 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers win right to take early
bath' (by Jonathan Brown) (from The
Independent) (27 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'The right to a cold bath in winter'
(author unknown) (from The Independent) (27
April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Take the plunge' (author
unknown) (from The Daily Telegraph) (27 April
2005)
- press cutting, 'Swans dogged by constant
attacks' (by Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead and
Highgate) (29 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers celebrate High Court
triumph' (by March Mullen) (from Hampstead
and Highgate) (29 April 2005)
- press cutting, 'Judge strikes blow for common
sense' (author unknown) (29 April 2005)
- printed online article, 'Hampstead bathers win
court case' (author unknown) (from
www.news.bbc.co.uk) (29 April 2005)
OPEN
KLPA/1/15

Press Cuttings: May 2005
Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming (2005), including:
- press cutting, 'In praise of Highgate Ponds' (by
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Daphne Chamberlain) (from The Archer) (May
2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers fight on in battle over
Hampstead Heath ponds' (two copies) (author
unknown) (from Swimming) (May 2005)
- press cutting, 'Pond lifeguards facing the axe'
(two copies) (by Kim Janssen) (from Camden
New Journal) (5 May 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers save their dawn dips'
(author unknown) (source unknown) (5 May
2005)
- press cutting, 'The Heath cops do not enjoy full
police powers' (by multiple authors) (from
Camden New Journal) (5 May 2005)
- press cutting, 'CoL is drowning' (author
unknown) (from the 'Letters to the Editor' section
of Camden New Journal) (5 May 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath users angry at plan for
new charges' (by Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (6 May 2005)
- press cutting, 'Easier to ban than to manage'
(by Timothy Walker and Peter Cuming) and
'Corporation has more questions to answer' (by
Robert Sutherland-Smith, Chairman of United
Swimmers Association of Hampstead Heath) (all
from the 'Opinion' section of Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (6 May 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath pool win brings back pond
memories' (by Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (6 May 2005)
- press cutting, 'There's life at the pond yet'
(three copies) (author unknown) (from Camden
New Journal) (12 May 2005)
- press cutting, 'Toast to the ponds' (three
copies) (by Kim Janssen) (from Camden New
Journal) (12 May 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers respond to groundbreaking high court victory' (by multiple authors)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (13 May
2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmer's peak practice' (two
copies) (by Kim Janssen) (from Camden New
Journal) (19 May 2005)
- press cutting, '£33 per day to park on
Hampstead Heath' (by Marc Mullen) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (20 May
2005)
- press cutting, 'Lifeguard to swim 60 lakes for
sick children' (by Andrew Brightwell) (by
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Hampstead and Highgate Express) (20 May
2005)
- press cutting, 'Party for swimmers at ponds'
(author unknown) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (20 May 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers all set to create a
flash' (author unknown) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (20 May 2005)
- press cutting, 'Incredible Lynne can swim in the
Antarctic' (two copies) (by Dan Carrier) (from
Camden New Journal) (26 May 2005)
- press cutting, 'Pond ruling lifts bar on night
swims' (by Kim Janssen) (from Camden New
Journal) (26 May 2005)
OPEN
KLPA/1/16

Press Cuttings: June - July 2005
Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming (2005), including:
- press cutting, 'Swimmers make splash with
party at the pond' (author unknown) (from
Camden New Journal) (2 June 2005)
- press cutting, '£2.9m refit then Lido showers
fail' (by Dan Carrier) (from Camden New
Journal) (9 June 2005)
- press cutting, 'Lido is let down by showers' (by
multiple authors) (from the 'Letters to the Editor'
section of Camden New Journal) (9 June 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers' anger at 'outrageous'
poster' (by Dan Carrier) (from Camden New
Journal) (16 June 2005)
- press cutting, 'Pond swimmers make waves
over charges' (two copies) (by Marc Mullen and
Kerrin Milmo) (from Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (17 June 2005)
- press cutting, 'Rebellion as swimmers refuse to
pay fee for ponds' (by Christina Boyle) (from the
Evening Standard) (30 June 2005)
- press cutting, 'Lido chiefs do not give a monkey
about customers' (by multiple authors) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden New
Journal) (7 July 2005)
- press cutting, 'Criticism of Heath's bosses is
almost without precedent' (by multiple authors)
(from the 'Opinion' section of Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (8 July 2005)
- press cutting, '28 Years Ago' (author unknown)
(from the 'Opinion' section of Hampstead and
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Highgate Express) (15 July 2005)
- press cutting, 'Lido booms but refit soaks up
the clash' (two copies) (by Kim Janssen) (from
Camden New Journal) (21 July 2005)
- press cutting, 'Doh! Of course we won't pay for
a swim' (by Martin Smith and G Ryan) and
'What's selfish about a shower?' (by Sheena
Musbee) (two copies) (both from the 'Letters to
the Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (21
July 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath swimmers' sanity
questioned' (author unknown) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (22 July 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath guardians flying the flag'
(by Andrew Brightwell) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (22 July 2005)
- press cutting, 'Why it's important to be in the
swim' (by multiple authors) (from the 'Letters to
the Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (28
July 2005)
OPEN
KLPA/1/17

Press Cuttings: August - December 2005
Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming (2005), including:
- press cutting, 'Pond 'Daleks' are a bad move
so why not use lottery cash instead' (by multiple
authors) (from the 'Letters to the Editor' section
of Camden New Journal) (4 August 2005)
- press cutting, 'Shower alterations are awful,
admit it' (by multiple authors) (from the 'Letters
to the Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (4
August 2005)
- press cutting, 'We need to be convinced that
charges are justified' (by Robert SutherlandSmith, Chairman of United Swimmers
Association, Hampstead Heath) (from the
'Letters/Comment' section of Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (5 August 2005)
- press cutting, 'Pond proceeds are not to be
sniffed at' (author unknown) (from the 'Comment'
section of Hampstead and Highgate Express) (5
August 2005)
- press cutting, 'Ponds charges fail to raise
enough cash' (by Marc Mullen) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (5 August
2005)
- press cutting, 'Just dive in and go with the flow'
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(by Kate Rew) (from The Observer) (7 August
2005)
- press cutting, 'Pod dream is sinking' (author
unknown) (from Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (12 August 2005)
- press cutting, 'Corporation's view does not fit
with public opinion' (by Caroline Loveless) (from
the 'Opinion' section of Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (12 August 2005)
- press cutting, 'A simple solution to Lido
complaints' (by multiple authors) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden New
Journal) (18 August 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath bosses in dock over
costly lido poll' (by Marc Mullen) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (19 August
2005)
- press cutting, 'Six things the bosses did badly'
(by ET Murray) (from the 'Letters to the Editor'
section of Hampstead and Highgate Express)
(19 August 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath pond lifeguard's crossChannel tribute to father' (by Tom Foot) (from
Camden New Journal) (25 August 2005)
- press cutting, '£3,000 survey money would be
better spent on showers' (by multiple authors)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Camden New Journal) (25 August 2005)
- press cutting, 'The best management ever?
Mixed views on Heath bosses' (by multiple
authors) (from Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (26 August 2005)
- press cutting, 'Ladies' pond set for a new
shower' (author unknown) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (26 August 2005)
- press cutting, 'Lido tribute to a towering figure'
(by Catherine Etoe) (from Camden New Journal)
(28 August 2005)
- press cutting, 'Barnet couldn't afford park gift'
(by Councillor Melvin Cohen) (from the 'Letters
to the Editor' section of Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (2 September 2005)
- press cutting, 'Campaign to discredit the Heath
bosses' (by Jeremy Wright) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (2 September 2005)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Pond users
threaten to make waves' (by Ross Lydall) (from
the Evening Standard) ([September] 2005)
- press cutting, 'Winter swimmers make a
splash' (author unknown) (from Hampstead and
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Highgate Express) (7 October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath gets set for furniture
removal' (by Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (7 October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Blitz on brambles helps free
trees' (by Bobby de Joia) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (7 October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Another Swiss Cottage?' (author
unknown) (from the 'Comment' section of
Camden New Journal) (13 October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Historic baths face closure' (by
Richard Osley) (from Camden New Journal) (13
October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath cops doing a fine job' (by
Catherine McGuiness and Robert Sutherland
Smith) (from the 'Letters Extra' section of
Camden New Journal) (13 October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Packing up...the Heath's tableand-chair sculpture' (by Sunita Rappai) (from
Camden New Journal) (13 October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Free time looking after Heath
earns Freedom of City' (by Andrew Brightwell)
(from Hampstead and Highgate Express) (14
October 2005)
- press cutting, 'More sorcery on the Heath' (by
Russell Hanslip) (from the 'Opinion' section of
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (14 October
2005)
- press cutting, 'Architect died on his favourite
Heath bench' (author unknown) (from the
'Obituary' section of Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (14 October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath remains Hallowed turf' (by
Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (14 October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swim bath backlash' (by Richard
Osley and Dan Carrier) (from Camden New
Journal) (20 October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Ponds takings prove a drop in
the ocean' (by Sunita Rappai) and 'New look
Lido makes a splash' (author unknown) (both
from Camden New Journal) (20 October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Baths are vital and must remain
open' (by multiple authors) (from the 'Letters to
the Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (20
October 2005)
- press cutting, 'Where does all the Heath money
go?' (by multiple authors) (from the 'Letters to
the Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (20
October 2005)
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- press cutting, 'Donate for pond use or we will
start charging' (by Andrew Brightwell) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (21 October
2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath pond loses its elder
statesman' (by Tom Foot) (from the 'Obituary'
section of Camden New Journal) (27 October
2005)
- press cutting, 'Documentary dips its toe into
ponds drama' (two copies) (by Sunita Rappai)
(from Camden New Journal) (10 November
2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers get 'pay up'
ultimatum' (two copies) (by Sunita Rappai) (from
Camden New Journal) (10 November 2005)
- press cutting, 'Why not just sell off the Heath to
AOL and have done with it?' (by Robert
Sutherland Smith, Chairman of United
Swimmers Association) (from the 'Letters to the
Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (17
November 2005)
- press cutting, 'Heath pond dips face cash
threat' (two copies) (by Kim Janssen) (from
Camden New Journal) (24 November 2005)
- press cutting, 'Lido swimmers face price hike'
(by Sunita Rappai) [from Camden New Journal]
(November 2005)
- press cutting, 'The way we live: Alison & Simon
Lee' (by Craig Taylor) (from The Guardian
Weekend) (26 November 2005)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers anger at £45,000
Heath chiefs' (by Kim Janssen) [from Camden
New Journal] (1 December 2005)
- press cutting, 'Who's gobbling up all the Heath
cash' (by Robert Sutherland Smith, Chairman of
United Swimmers Association and Kate Woad)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Camden New Journal) (1 December 2005)
- press cutting, 'Bonuses for bosses behind pond
charges' (by Marc Mullen) (16 December 2005)
- press cutting, 'A dip down memory lane as
Chris blows his horn for the Heath swimmers'
[by John Gulliver] (from Camden New Journal)
(29 December 2005)
OPEN
KLPA/1/18

Press Cuttings: 2006

2006

Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
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swimming (2006), including:
- press cutting, 'Rising swim charges are making
waves' (by Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (27 January 2006)
- press cutting, 'Swimming in the open air is one
of the city's healthiest delights' (by Robert
Sutherland-Smith, Chairman of United
Swimmers Association of Hampstead Heath)
(from Hampstead and Highgate Express) (27
January 2006)
- press cutting, 'Heath chief's pond problem' (by
Sunita Rappai) (from Camden New Journal) (30
March 2006)
- press cutting, 'Heath bonuses letter added
insult to injury' (by Sally Taylor, Mixed Pond
Action Group) (from the 'Opinion' section of
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (28 April
2006)
- press cutting, 'Requiem for lost art of cover
illustration' (by Alison Oldham) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (28 April 2006)
- press cutting, 'Swimmer locked out of Heath
sports group' (by Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (28 April 2006)
- press cutting, 'Time ticks for free pond dips' (by
Sunita Rappai) (from Camden New Journal) (20
July 2006)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers try to keep their cool'
(author unknown) (21 July 2006)
- press cutting, 'It's a few pond users at fault not the bosses' (by Bob Hall, Chairman of
Hampstead Heath Management Committee)
(from the 'Letters/Comment' section of
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (21 July
2006)
- press cutting, 'Keep ponds free - or give them
to me: Ken' (by Sunita Rappai) (from Camden
New Journal) (27 July 2006)
- press cutting, 'Voluntary charge best for a dip'
(two copies) (by multiple authors) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden New
Journal) (27 July 2006)
- press cutting, 'And the award goes to - Tooting
Bec, but the Lido is still best' (by Charlotte
Chambers) (from Camden New Journal) (27 July
2006)
- press cutting, 'Ponds are public concern' (two
copies) (by Robert Sutherland-Smith, Chairman
United Swimmers Association of Hampstead
Heath and Bob Hall, Chairman of Hampstead
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Heath Management Committee) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden New
Journal) (3 August 2006)
- press cutting, 'Greens press for five pools and
heated lido' (by Richard Osley) (from Camden
New Journal) (3 August 2006)
- press cutting, 'Heat is on as ponds attract gay
cruisers' (by Marc Mullen) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (4 August 2006)
- press cutting, 'It isn't going swimmingly for
pools' (author unknown) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (4 August 2006)
- press cutting, 'A no-go area for decent
residents' (by E Priestley-Taylor) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (11 August 2006)
- press cutting, 'Ban sex at the Pond' (by Mary
Cooper) (from the 'Letters to the Editor' section
of Camden New Journal) (17 August 2006)
- press cutting, 'Bring some common sense back
into the management of Hampstead Heath' (two
copies) (by multiple authors) (from the 'Letters to
the Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (17
August 2006)
- press cutting, 'Ponds debate a microcosm of
our changing society' (by Lesley Chamberlain)
(from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (18 August
2006)
- press cutting, 'Sinking revenues spark new
battle of the ponds' (by Marc Mullen) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (18 August
2006
- photocopied press cutting, 'Roger Deakin:
Writer who recorded in Waterlog how he swam
across Britain rom East Anglia to the Hebrides'
(author unknown) (from The Times) (23 August
2006)
- press cutting, 'Roger Deakin: Writer and
broadcaster whose 'Waterlog' recounted his
journey swimming 'wild' through Britain' (by Tony
Barrell) (from the 'Obituaries' section of The
Independent) (23 August 2006)
- press cutting, 'Roger Deakin: Author and
documentary-maker who swam across Britain
from Cornwall to the east coast' (author
unknown) (from the 'Obituaries' section of The
Daily Telegraph) (22 August 2006)
- press cutting, 'Gay cruising on the Heath is
quite different to sex' (by multiple authors) (from
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the 'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden
New Journal) (31 August 2006)
- press cutting, 'Gay 'ghetto' plan for Hampstead
Heath' (by Martin Hodgson) (from The
Independent on Sunday) (29 October 2006)
- press cutting, 'Heath pond fails bacteria test,
but swimming goes on' (by Sunita Rappai) (from
Camden New Journal) (16 November 2006)
OPEN
KLPA/1/19

Press Cuttings: 2008

2008

Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming (2008), including:
- press cutting, 'Deep trouble after going to
watch the Pond ladies' (three copies) (by
Michael Andrew) (from the 'Letters to the Editor'
section of Camden New Journal) (10 January
2008)
- press cutting, 'There's a big jump between
easing in and diving!' (by Dov Kritzler) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden New
Journal) (10 January 2008)
- press cutting, 'Politics of the ponds' (by Jane
Shallice) (from [the 'Letters to the Editor' section
of] Camden New Journal) (17 January 2008)
- press cutting, 'Women only, please' (by Valerie
Dunn) (from the ['Letters to the Editor' section of]
Camden New Journal) (24 January 2008)
- press cutting, 'Delighted' (by John Allen) (from
the ['Letters to the Editor' section of] Camden
New Journal) (24 January 2008)
- press cutting, 'Clear off' (by Maggi Ray-Jones)
[from the 'Letters to the Editor' section of
Camden New Journal] (January 2008)
- press cutting, 'Steam and sauna are not just
'beauty' treatments' (by Cabby Laffy) (from the
'Letters to the Editor' section of Camden New
Journal) (7 February 2008)
- press cutting, 'Invitation to a breakfast swim up
for debate' (by Maggi Ray-Jones and Michael
Andrew) (from the 'Letters to the Editor' section
of Camden New Journal) (7 February 2008)
- press cutting, 'Looking forward to a breakfast
dip' (by Carla M Wartenberg) (from the 'Letters
to the Editor' section of Camden New Journal)
(14 February 2008)
- press cutting, 'Welcomed, but the men get a
frosty reception' [by John Gulliver] (from
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Camden New Journal) (10 April 2008)
- press cutting, 'Spring swim and croissants' (by
Paul Ashley Singer) (from the 'Letters to the
Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (10 April
2008)
- press cutting, 'Planned route to farm site
rejected' (by Simon Wroe) (from Camden New
Journal) (22 May 2008)
- press cutting, 'We must defend the Heath' (by
Robert Sutherland-Smith) (from the 'Letters to
the Editor' section of Camden New Journal) (22
May 2008)
- press cutting, 'Post a card home to say you'll
be late' (by Katie Davies) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (6 November 2008)
- press cutting, 'A shiver runs through it' (by
Matilda Moreton) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (27 November 2008)
OPEN
KLPA/1/20

Press Cuttings: 2009

2009

Press cuttings and articles regarding Kenwood
Ladies' Pond Association, Hampstead Heath
and outdoor swimming (2009), including:
- press cutting, 'Heath visits are so good for the
body and soul' (by Bob Hall, Chairman of the
Hampstead Heath Management Committee)
(from Hampstead and Highgate Express) (8
January 2009)
- magazine front cover, 'Take the plunge: A
special spring edition devoted to Pursuits - from
wild swimming to the vertical marathon' (author
unknown) (from the Financial Times Weekend
Magazine) (March 2009)
- article, 'In praise of wild swimming' (by
Margaret McCartney) (from the Financial Times
Weekend Magazine) (March 2009)
- press cutting, 'Ladies welcome in 2009 with an
icy dip' (by Tom Parsons) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (8 January 2009)
OPEN
KLPA/1/21

Press Cuttings: 2010

2010

Press cuttings and regarding Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association and outdoor swimming (2010),
including:
- press cutting, 'Grit? Here it is at the Ladies'
Pond' (three copies) (by Charlotte Chambers
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and Dan Carrier) (from Camden New Journal) (7
January 2010)
- press cutting, 'A lifetime lover of the
environment and conservation activist dies at 82'
(author unknown) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (17 June 2010)
- press cutting, 'Fancy a dip: The weather may
be freezing but for some it's the perfect time of
year for an outdoor swim' (by Hannah Booth)
(from The Guardian) (14 December 2010)
- press cutting, 'A big dip in the temperature...'
(by Dan Carrier) (from Camden New Journal)
(30 December 2010)
OPEN
KLPA/1/22

Press Cuttings: 2011

2011

Press cuttings and articles regarding Kenwood
Ladies' Pond Association and Hampstead Heath
(2011), including:
- press cutting, 'Heath dam to save 1,500 from
flood' (by Dan Carrier) (from Camden New
Journal) (20 January 2011)
- press cutting, 'Your questions answered'
(author unknown) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (20 January 2011)
- press cutting, 'Fatal floods fear will close Heath
ponds' (by Susanna Wilkey) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (20 January 2011)
- press cutting, 'London heath flooding could kill
thousands, experts warn' (by Ross Lydall) (from
the Evening Standard) (21 January 2011)
- press cutting, 'Wider paths: why not a hard
shoulder to finish off the job?' (by Kiki Kendrick)
(unknown source) (17 March 2011)
- press cutting, 'On yer bike - cyclist his fined for
riding on Heath' (by Georgia Graham) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (17 March
2011)
- press cutting, 'Questions posed over £10
million ponds plan' (by Susanna Wilkey) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (14 April
2011)
- press cutting, 'Pond proposals appear as a fait
accompli' (by Dr Alison Assiter) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (14 April
2011)
OPEN
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KLPA/1/23

Press Cuttings: 2012

2012

Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming, (2012), including:
- press cutting, 'Grab your woolly hats and
marigolds, girls - it's the New Year swim' (by
Sarah Collings) (from Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (5 January 2012)
- press cutting, 'Heath crackdown on
swimmers?' (by Dan Carrier) (from Camden
New Journal) (15 March 2012)
- press cutting, 'Cheek of rich Heath managers
to charge pond bathers' (author unknown) (from
Camden New Journal) (15 March 2012)
- press cutting, 'Swimmers protest over pond
charges' (by Josh Pettit) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (15 March 2012)
- press cutting, 'Swimming charges will attract
much opposition' (by Geoff Martin) (from the
'Letters' section of Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (15 March 2012)
OPEN
KLPA/1/24

Press Cuttings: 2013

2013

Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming (2013), including:
- press cutting, 'Taking plunge at pond to
celebrate women's day' (by Meyrem Hussein)
(from Hampstead and Highgate Express) (14
March 2013)
- press cutting, 'Searching for spring in the chilly
waters' (by Meyrem Hussein) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (28 March 2013)
- press cutting, 'Mystery of photographer found
dead in bathing pond' (by John Simpson) (from
The Times) (7 August 2013)
- printed online article, 'London's women-only
pond' (by Josephine Livingstone) (from The
Toast) (16 August 2013)
OPEN
KLPA/1/25

Press Cuttings: 2014

2014

Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming (2014), including:
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- press cutting, 'Winter warmer!' (by Dan Carrier)
(from Camden New Journal) (3 January 2014)
- press cutting, 'Why spoil all this to build dams
that nobody will need?' (by Simon Jenkins) (from
the Evening Standard) (4 March 2014)
- press cutting, 'Halt the Heath drillers - now!' (by
Tom Marshall) [from Hampstead and Highgate
Express] (20 March 2014)
OPEN
KLPA/1/26

Press Cuttings: 2015

2015

Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming (2015), including:
- press cutting, 'Let's try...wild swimming' [by
Daniel Start] (unknown source) (7 June 2015)
- press cutting, 'Brush strokes' (author unknown)
(from Camden New Journal) (10 September
2015)
- press cutting, 'Display of art celebrates Ladies'
pond' (author unknown) (from Hampstead and
Highgate Express) (17 September 2015)
- press cutting, 'Don't charge swimmers' (by
Molly Fletcher) and 'The ponds and the law' (by
Virginia Rounding, Chairman of Hampstead
Heath Committee) (both from the 'Letters'
section of Camden New Journal) (17 September
2015)
- press cutting, 'Is sunken car on Heath the work
of spurned wife' (by Dan Carrier) (from Camden
New Journal) (15 October 2015)
OPEN
KLPA/1/27

Press Cuttings: 2016

2016

Press cuttings regarding Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association, Hampstead Heath and outdoor
swimming (2016), including:
- press cutting, 'Bittersweet swim as pond set for
closure' (by Imogen Blake) (from Hampstead
and Highgate Express) (7 January 2016)
- press cutting, 'Tightly-knit ladies show united
front' (two copies) (by Imogen Blake) (from
Hampstead and Highgate Express) (4 February
2016)
- press cutting, 'It's a wrap: 200ft scarf marks
ladies' pond closure' (two copies) (author
unknown) (from Hampstead and Highgate
Express) (4 February 2016)
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- press cutting, 'Warm water: Pond is wrapped
up in 180ft scarf as it closes for dam work' (two
copies) (by Dan Carrier) (from Camden New
Journal) (4 February 2016)
- press cutting, 'Dive In: Why the ponds are a
summer must' (author unknown) (from Kentish
Towner) (July 2016)
- press cutting, 'Ruth Corney' (by Ruth Corney)
(from Kentish Towner) (July 2016)
- press cutting, 'An Aussie's view of bathing on
Hampstead Heath' (by Steve Capelin) (from
Kentish Towner) (July 2016)
- press cutting, 'Why I swim in the Men's Pond'
(by Tim Sowla) (from Kentish Towner) (July
2016)
- press cutting, 'Lifeguard leaves memories in
his wake' (by Dan Carrier) (from Camden New
Journal) (22 December 2016)
OPEN
KLPA/1/28

Press Cuttings: 2017

2017

Magazine article regarding Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association, Hampstead Heath and
outdoor swimming (2017), including:
- article, 'Come on in, the water's freezing...' (by
Isabel Berwick) (from Financial Times Weekend
Magazine) (April 2017)
OPEN
KLPA/1/29

Press Cuttings: 2018

2018

Press cuttings and papers regarding Kenwood
Ladies' Pond Association, Hampstead Heath
and outdoor swimming (2018), including:
- press cutting, 'Heath rangers warn: Only swim
in designated ponds' (by Dan Carrier) (from
Camden New Journal) (12 July 2018)
- press cutting, 'Stay out of the sun': Met Office
alert as mercury rises again' (by Haroon
Siddique) (from The Guardian) (24 July 2018)
- press cutting, 'Met Office warning as UK faces
days of sweltering heat' (by Haroon Siddique)
(from The Guardian) (24 July 2018)
- press cutting, 'Swimmer 'horrifically' injured in
shallow pond' (by Benedict Moore-Bridger,
Owen Sheppard and Ben Morgan) (from the
Evening Standard) (9 August 2018)
OPEN
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KLPA/1/30

Press Cuttings: Undated
Press cuttings and papers regarding Kenwood
Ladies' Pond Association, Hampstead Heath
and outdoor swimming (n.d.), including:
- article extract, 'Uric Acid and Glutathione
Levels During Short-term Whole Body Exposure'
(author unknown) (source unknown) (n.d.)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Weir today, gone
tomorrow' (by Sophie Campbell) (source
unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Rising cost of labour threatens
Heath budget' (author unknown) (source
unknown) (n.d.)
- untitled photocopied press cutting regarding
Christmas Day swimming on Hampstead Heath
(author unknown) (source unknown) (n.d.)
- photocopied press cutting, 'An icy plunge for
the ultimate high' (by Carola Long) (unknown
source) (n.d.)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Kenwood
swimmers frozen out' (by Joanna Clarke-Jones)
(source unknown) (n.d.)
- untitled photocopied press cutting regarding
Lewis Pugh and outdoor swimming (by Jane
Fryer) (source unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Block this hatchet job over the
Lido' (by Joyce Glasser) (unknown source) (n.d.)
- untitled photocopied press cutting regarding
swimming in the ponds on Hampstead Heath
(author unknown) (source unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Our survey says: Won't pay for a
dip' (by Sunita Rappai and Jane Wild) (source
unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'The oh-so-elusive bathing
places of England' (by Jean Perraton) (from the
Financial Times) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Stick to the facts' (by Jeremy
Wright) (source unknown) (n.d.)
- photocopied press cutting, 'How to avoid any
trouble' (by Rachel Douglas) (from Camden New
Journal) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Let us enjoy our Heath' (by
Maggie Ray-Jones) (source unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Heath ponds fight' (author
unknown) (source unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Danger alert for pond swimmers'
(by Kim Janssen) (source unknown) (n.d.)
- photocopied article, 'Different strokes' (by
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n.d.

Rebecca Rose) (source unknown) (n.d.)
- photocopied photograph of individuals
swimming in an icy pond (source known) (n.d.)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Dip, dip hooray' (by
Richard Neeson) (source unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Who has ever died from a
morning dip?' (by Christine Garbutt) (source
unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting featuring a photograph of women
from Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association lifting
the 'baby' of the group after a Christmas dinner
(source unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting featuring a photograph of female
swimmers from Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association warming their hands after a morning
swim' (source unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting featuring a photograph of women
from Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association
drinking cups of tea (source unknown) (n.d.)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Dammed statistics'
(by Councillor Jonny Bucknell) (source
unknown) (n.d.)
- photocopied article, 'Cheap chills' (by Annie
Dare) (from Time Out) (n.d.)
- untitled press cutting regarding regulations at
Kenwood bathing pond (author unknown) (from
the Independent on Sunday) (n.d.)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Carving slices out
of Heath's budget' (by Michael Welbank) (source
unknown) (n.d.)
- photocopied press cutting, 'Rule of Law: when
judges won't judge' (by Philip K. Howard) (from
the Wall Street Journal Europe) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Lido board fiasco is a slap in the
face' (by Peter Cuming, on behalf of United
Swimmers Association of Hampstead Heath)
(source unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Heath swimmers left in cold'
(author unknown) (source unknown) (n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Wall cramps nudists style' (by
James Martin) (from Camden New Journal)
(n.d.)
- press cutting, 'Diving board hopes sunk' (by
Jane Wright) (source unknown) (n.d.)
OPEN
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KLPA/2

Business & Administration
Papers and correspondence regarding the
business and administration of Kenwood Ladies’
Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as
the Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond of Women), including: papers and
correspondence regarding KLPA’s
administration, finances, and relationship with
other swimming groups/organisations, papers
and correspondence regarding KLPA’s
membership, papers and correspondence
regarding proposals to demolish Water House
and a redevelopment of Fitzroy Farm, papers
and correspondence regarding the Hampstead
Heath Ponds Project, issues of KLPA’s
newsletters, papers and correspondence
regarding Hampstead Heath Consultative
Committee, and papers and correspondence
regarding United Swimmers Association of
Hampstead Heath and other associated
organisations (1988-2017)
OPEN
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1988-2017

KLPA/2/1

Business & Administration Papers: 19881995

1988-1995

Papers and correspondence regarding the
business and administration of Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as
the Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond for Women), including: minutes, circulars
and papers from KLPA AGMs and other
meetings, constitution for the Association of
Users of Kenwood Bathing Pond for Women,
papers regarding KLPA's finances, paper
regarding new service accommodation on
Hampstead Heath, minutes from a Hampstead
Heath Management Committee, and
correspondence regarding the women's pond,
plans and proposals for construction near the
pond, and the overall facilities for swimming at
Hampstead Heath (1988-1995)
OPEN
KLPA/2/2

Business & Administration Papers: 19962000

1996-2000

Papers and correspondence regarding the
business and administration of Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as
the Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond for Women), including: minutes, papers
and correspondence regarding KLPA AGMs and
other meetings, papers regarding KLPA's
finances, details of KLPA committee members,
list of journalist contacts, papers and
correspondence regarding a booklet [and book]
on the history of the pond, papers and
correspondence regarding donations and
memorials for deceased pond users, edition of
KLPA's constitution, audit of Hampstead Heath
swimming ponds, and correspondence
regarding safety in and around the ponds,
suggested changes for the pond and its
surrounding areas, conditions and staffing of the
pond, and other issues relating to the
use/management of the ladies' pond (19962000)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/2/3

Business & Administration Papers: 20012002
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2001-2002

Papers and correspondence regarding the
business and administration of Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as
the Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond for Women), including: minutes, papers
and correspondence from KLPA AGMs and
other meetings, details of KLPA committee
members, papers regarding KLPA's finances,
papers and correspondence regarding the
opening and closing times for ponds on
Hampstead Heath, paper regarding winter
swimming usage of the men's and ladies' ponds,
and papers and correspondence regarding early
morning lighting for the women's pond (20012002)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/2/4

Business & Administration Papers: 2003

2003

Papers and correspondence regarding the
business and administration of Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as
the Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond for Women), including: minutes, papers
and correspondence regarding KLPA's meetings
and AGM, papers regarding KLPA's finances,
papers and correspondence regarding the
opening and closing times of ponds on
Hampstead Heath, papers from Hampstead
Heath Consultative Committee, papers and
correspondence regarding the health and safety
[of outdoor] swimming, handwritten notes
[regarding the chronology of the ponds on
Hampstead Heath], papers regarding the Lido
swimathon, an issue of the 'Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Newsletter', papers and correspondence
regarding the United Swimmers' Association,
and correspondence regarding river swimming,
self-regulated swimming, and swimming during
winter and early in the morning (2003)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/2/5

Business & Administration Papers: 2004
Papers and correspondence regarding the
business and administration of Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as
the Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond for Women), including: minutes and
papers from KLPA's meetings and AGM, papers
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2004

and correspondence regarding the financial
management of Hampstead Heath and
proposed closures of the Heath's ponds
(including KLPA's campaign against pond
closures), an issue of 'Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Newsletter', list of journalist contacts, papers
and correspondence regarding charges for using
the pond[s], an issue of 'Water Lines' (newsletter
of Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association), and
correspondence regarding coverage of the
issues surrounding Hampstead Heath's ponds
by the media and the press (2004)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/2/6

Business & Administration Papers: 20052006

2005-2006

Papers and correspondence regarding the
business and administration of Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as
the Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond for Women), including: minutes, papers
and correspondence regarding KLPA's meetings
and AGM, KLPA's finance papers, papers and
correspondence regarding proposals to close
ponds and/or the introduction of charges for
using the ponds, a memorandum of submissions
to the Corporation of London, papers and
correspondence regarding the financial
management of Hampstead Heath (including its
swimming facilities), papers and
correspondence regarding Hampstead Heath
Winter Swimming Club, correspondence
regarding a Swimmers Forum meeting, pond
water samples and swimming outdoors whilst
pregnant (2005-2006)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/2/7

Business & Administration Papers: 2007
Papers and correspondence regarding the
business and administration of Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as
the Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond for Women), including: minutes, papers
and correspondence regarding KLPA meetings
and AGM, correspondence regarding the role
requirements for KLPA's membership secretary,
KLPA's finance papers, minutes and papers
from the Swimming Facilities Forum, paper
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2007

regarding costal waters, papers and
correspondence regarding KLPA and 'A plan for
the Heath', papers and correspondence
regarding the water quality of the ponds, and
correspondence regarding various relating to the
day-to-day use of the pond (2007)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/2/8

Business & Administration Papers: 20082009

2008-2009

Papers and correspondence regarding the
business and administration of Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as
the Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond for Women), including: minutes, papers
and correspondence regarding KLPA meetings
and AGM, papers and correspondence
regarding the Swimmers' Forum Meeting, draft
KLPA constitution, papers regarding KLPA's
finances, volunteer guidance notes (produced by
KLPA), papers and correspondence regarding
KLPA's website, issues of Water Lines,
recommendation for the landscape management
in the Kenwood Ladies Pond enclosure, papers
and correspondence regarding the Fitzroy Farm
planning [hearing], and an application form for a
Hampstead Heath swimming season ticket
(2008-2009)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/2/9

Business & Administration Papers: 20132015
Papers and correspondence regarding the
business and administration of Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as
the Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond for Women), including: minutes, papers
and correspondence regarding KLPA meetings
and AGMs, paper regarding a review of
lifeguarding and infrastructure arrangements at
swimming ponds (by the City of London Open
Spaces Department, Hampstead Heath), [paper]
regarding a death at Highgate Men's pond,
correspondence regarding the City of London
Corporation (Open Spaces) Bill, paper regarding
a planning application at Fitzroy Park, and
correspondence regarding entry fees for using
the ponds (2013-2015)
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2013-2015

APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/2/10

Business & Administration Papers: 2016

2016

Papers and correspondence regarding the
business and administration of Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) (previously known as
the Association of the Users of Kenwood Ladies
Pond for Women), including: minutes, papers
and correspondence regarding KLPA's meetings
and AGM, papers regarding KLPA's finances,
correspondence regarding KLPA's website and
email contact list, paper regarding an objection
[to CMP]for Water House, papers regarding new
changing rooms, paper from Hampstead Heath
Ponds Project Community Working Group, and
correspondence regarding trans gender
swimmers (2016)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/2/11

Water House & Proposed Development at
Fitzroy Farm: c2008

c2008

Papers and correspondence regarding
proposals to demolish Water House and for a
redevelopment of Fitzroy Farm in London,
including: papers and correspondence regarding
oppositions to the development, paper regarding
basement excavations, papers and
correspondence regarding the planning
application for the development, and a circular
from the Fitzroy Farm Campaign (c2008)
OPEN
KLPA/2/12

Water House & Proposed Development at
Fitzroy Farm: 2015
Papers and correspondence regarding
proposals to demolish Water House and for a
redevelopment of Fitzroy Farm in London,
including: an appeal decision regarding Fitzroy
Farm, a proposed copy for an online petition,
correspondence regarding agricultural
conditions associated with the redevelopment
proposal, and a press release titled 'Residents
Call on Council to Protect Lane from Closure
and Damage' (2015)
OPEN
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2015

KLPA/2/13

Hampstead Heath Ponds Project: 2015

2015

Papers and correspondence regarding the
Hampstead Heath Ponds Project, including:
minutes, recommendations and papers from the
Community Working Group and Ponds Project
Stakeholder Group, papers regarding the water
and air quality of the ponds, papers regarding
the project's progress project complaints log
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/2/14

Hampstead Heath Ponds Project: 2016

2016

Papers and correspondence regarding the
Hampstead Heath Ponds Project, including:
minutes and papers from the Hampstead Heath
Project Community Working Group, papers
regarding the alterations and completion of new
buildings, papers regarding the progress of the
project, papers regarding the air and water
quality of the ponds, a printed presentation on
the project, and drawing plans for the ladies'
pond (2016)
OPEN
KLPA/2/15

Newsletters

1999-2016

Newsletters from Kenwood Ladies Pond
Association (KLPA) (1999-2016)
OPEN
KLPA/2/16

Membership Papers

1994-2004

Papers and correspondence regarding
membership of Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association (KLPA), including: contact details for
committee members, details of meeting
attendees, papers regarding membership
subscriptions, roll of members, contact details
for journalists, contact details of representatives
from other organisations, and signed forms for
the 'Save our Ponds' campaign (1994-2004)
CLOSED
KLPA/2/17

United Swimmers Association of Hampstead
Heath
Papers and correspondence regarding United
Swimmers Association of Hampstead Heath
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1998-2007

(1998-2007), including:
- minutes and papers from United Swimmers
Association of Hampstead Heath's meetings and
AGMs
- year report for United Swimmers Association
- reports from meetings of Swimmers of
Hampstead Heath Ponds Action Group
- papers regarding United Swimmers
Association of Hampstead Heath's finances
- paper regarding statistical information for
swimmers
- photocopied press cuttings regarding outdoor
swimming
- papers and correspondence regarding selfregulated swimming,
- report regarding a safety audit and review of
the Heath's ponds and self-regulated [use of the
pond]
- paper regarding the legal questions of running
ponds on Hampstead Heath
- papers regarding Hampstead Heath Winter
Swimming Club,
- papers from the Swimming Facilities Forum
-newsletter of the United Swimmers Association
of Hampstead Heath
- correspondence regarding pond safety audits,
pond opening times, restricted access, salaries,
and bathing facilities at Hampstead Heath
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/2/18

Hampstead Heath Consultative Committee
Papers and correspondence regarding the
Corporation of London's Hampstead Heath
Consultative Committee, including: papers from
meetings of the Hampstead Heath Consultative
Committee [including meetings with pond users],
drawing plan for proposed parking facilities at
Kenwood Ladies Pond, draft summary
document titled 'Towards a plan for the Heath',
papers from Hampstead Heath Management
Committee, photocopied article regarding
bathing facilities, papers and correspondence
regarding the financial management of
Hampstead Heath and its ponds, and
correspondence between the Corporation of
London, Kenwood Ladies' Association and other
associated individuals regarding opening and
closing times for the Heath's ponds, proposals to
close the mixed pond, and other queries
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2002-2017

concerning ponds on Hampstead Heath (20022017)
OPEN
KLPA/2/19

Other Organisations

2002-2006

Papers and correspondence regarding other
organisations associated with the ponds on
Hampstead Heath, including: a memorandum
submitted by Roger Deakin [to Culture, Media
and Sport] regarding outdoor swimming,
newsletter of The Heath & Hampstead Society,
papers regarding the membership and
administration of Hampstead Heath Winter
Swimming Club, and correspondence regarding
the Corporation of London's management of
ponds at Hampstead Heath (2002-20006)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/2/20

Miscellaneous Papers
Miscellaneous papers, including: details
regarding 'The Great Swim #4', notes regarding
Hampstead Heath's ponds in the winter, and a
paper regarding the sale of photographs taken
at Hampstead Heath's ponds (n.d.)
OPEN
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n.d.

KLPA/3

Photographs & Audio-Visual Material
Photographs and audio-visual material regarding
Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association (KLPA) and
the ponds at Hampstead Heath, including:
colour and black and white photograph of
swimmers at the ponds on Hampstead Heath,
colour photographs of May Day celebrations at
the pond, photograph album featuring black and
white photographs of swimmers at the ladies'
pond, video titled 'Church of Pond', DVD titled
'City Swimmers', and video recordings of
musicians and singers performing at an event at
the pond (1903-2016)
OPEN
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1903-2016

KLPA/3/1

Photographs: Swimmers at the Ponds on
Hampstead Heath

1928-2016

Colour and black and white photographs of
swimmers at the ponds at Hampstead Heath
and other open air pools, including: individuals
swimming in the ponds, diving boards and decks
surrounding the ponds, swimmers participating
in various group pond events and races,
buildings and scenery surrounding the ponds,
life guards and lifesaving training, Corporation of
London signs, swimmers with the ‘Hungry
Winter Swimmer Cookbook’, Pushkin (the pond
cat), Hampstead Swimming Club, Brockwell
Lido, Tooting Bec Lido, Val Dunn’s piece of
scarf, and memorials for former pond users
(1928-2016)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/1

Women by Pond

1931

Black and white photograph of seven women
wearing swimming costumes and posing with
their arms outstretched in fan formation. There is
a fully clothed observer in the background of the
photograph (1931)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/2

Women Swimming in Pond

c1931

Black and white photograph of eight women
swimming in a pond [at Hampstead Heath]
(c1931)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/3

Group of Women at Pond in Winter

1931

Black and white photograph of twelve women
posing in line with arms linked at pond in winter
(possibly including eight of the women
photographed in KLPA/3/1/2) (1931)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/4

Women Breaking the Ice of the Pond
Black and white photograph of women from
Kenwood Regulars Club breaking the ice on the
pond. (The caption on the back of the
photograph states: 'Members of the Kenwood
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1929

Regulars Club yesterday broke the ice in order
to have their morning dip and as the photo
shows seem to thoroughly enjoy it') (January
1929)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/5

Hampstead Swimming Club

n.d.

Black and white photograph of male and female
members (25 + 1 dog) of Hampstead Swimming
Club posing with trophies (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/6

Women Running by Pond in Winter

c1934

[Photocopy] of a black and white photograph of
women wearing swimming costumes and
running on a path by the pond in winter (a
woman to the left of the photograph is riding a
bike) (c1934)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/7

Women Swimmers on Deck at Pond

1934

[Photocopy] of a black and white photograph of
women wearing swimming costumes and
standing on the deck at the pond. [The
photograph was possibly taken on Christmas
Day or New Year's day] (1934)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/8

Women Swimmers on Deck at Pond

1931

[Photocopy] of a black and white photograph of
women wearing swimming costumes and
holding a small table and standing on the deck
at the pond. The woman to the centre of the
photograph is sat on the table amongst various
items (1931)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/9

Women Pouring Water on Pond
[Photocopy] of a black and white photograph of
women wearing swimming costumes and sitting
or standing on a deck whilst pouring water out of
a kettle onto the pond (c1931)
OPEN
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c1931

KLPA/3/1/10 Women Swimmers by Pond

n.d.

Photocopied black and white photograph of
women swimmers wearing swimming costumes
and scarfs by the pond. A woman to the centre
of the photograph is riding a bicycle (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/11 Women on Deck by the Pond

1928

[Photocopy] of a black and white photograph of
three women pulling a woman up some steps by
the pond (The photograph caption states the
following names: 'Doris Wyn Williams', 'Me' and
'Topsy Willis') (1928)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/12 Women by Pond

1931

[Photocopied/scanned] black and white
photograph of seven women wearing swimming
costumes and posing with their arms
outstretched in fan formation. There is a fully
clothed observer in the background of the
photograph (1931)
Note: This is a photocopy or scan of KLPA/3/1/1
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/13 Women and Dogs [in by pond] on Christmas
Day

1932

[Photocopied/printed] black and white
photograph of sixteen women wearing
swimming costumes and various dogs [by a
pond] on Christmas Day (The photograph is
captioned 'Xmas 1932') (1932)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/14 Group of Women at Pond in Winter
[Photocopy/scan] of a black and white
photograph of twelve women posing in line with
arms linked at Pond in winter. (The photograph
is captioned 'The Tiller Girls') (1931)
Note: This is a photocopy/scan of KLPA/3/1/3
OPEN
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1931

KLPA/3/1/15 Swimmers Lined up for Race

1929

Black and white photograph of eleven female
swimmers lined up on a deck ready for the start
of a race [in Kenwood pond]. (The caption on
the back of the photograph states: 'The silver
medal race. Members of Kenwood Regulars
Swimming Club today (Sunday) held their
members challenge race for the silver medal.
Picture shows - Lined up ready for the start') (3
February 1929)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/16 Women 'Chairing' the Winner of a Swimming
Race

1929

Black and white photograph of eight women
'chairing' the winner of a swimming race by
[Kenwood] pond. (The caption on the back of
the photograph states: 'The silver medal race.
Members of the Kenwood Regulars Swimming
Club today (Sunday) held their members
Challenge Race for the silver medal. Picture
shows - chairing the winner, Miss Crawford') (3
February 1929)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/17 Women Playing with a Ball After a Swim in
the Pond

c1929

Black and white photograph of eight women
playing with a ball after a swim at the pond.
(The caption on the back of the photograph
states: 'Keeping fit. A merry party of girls members of the Kenwood Regulars who bathe
all the year round - enjoying the ball game after
a swim. 'Keep fit' is evidently their motto')
(c1929)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/18 Women Participating in a Swimming Race at
the Pond
Black and white photograph of seven women
participating in a swimming race at the pond.
(The caption on the back of the photograph
states: 'The silver medal race. Members of
Kenwood Regulars Swimming Club today
(Sunday) held their members challenge race for
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c1929

the silver medal. Photograph shows,
competitors struggle for the lead') (c1929)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/19 Swimmers with 'Father Christmas'

c1929

Black and white photograph of two women
swimmers kissing a women swimmer dressed
as Father Christmas on the cheek. A woman in
the background of the photograph is holding
mistletoe over the woman dressed as Father
Christmas (c1929)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/20 'Father Christmas' Giving Present to
Swimmers

c1929

Black and white photograph of a woman
swimmer dressed as 'Father Christmas'
dropping a present down to five swimmers in
the pond (c1929)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/21 Swimmers on Wooden Edge of the Pond

c1931

[Photocopy/printed scan] of a black and white
photograph of twelve women swimmers wearing
swimming costumes and swimming hats sat on
the wooden edge of the pond (c1931)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/22 Women Pouring Water on Pond

c1931

Black and white photograph of women wearing
swimming costumes and sitting or standing on a
deck whilst pouring water out of a kettle onto
the pond (c1931)
Note: This is the same image as KLPA/3/1/9
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/23 Women Swimmers on Deck at Pond
Black and white photograph of women wearing
swimming costumes and standing on the deck
at the pond. [The photograph was possibly
taken on Christmas Day or New Year's day]
(1934)
Note: This is the same image as KLPA/3/1/7
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1934

OPEN
KLPA/3/1/24 Women Running by Pond in Winter

c1934

Black and white photograph of women wearing
swimming costumes and running on a path by
the pond in winter (a woman to the left of the
photograph is riding a bike) (c1934)
Note: This is the same image as KLPA/3/1/6
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/25 Women and Dogs [in by pond] on Christmas
Day

1932

Black and white photograph of sixteen women
wearing swimming costumes and various dogs
[by a pond] on Christmas Day (1932)
Note: This is the same image as KLPA/3/1/13
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/26 Women on Deck by the Pond

1928

Black and white photograph of three women
pulling a woman up some steps by the pond
(The photograph caption states the following
names: 'Doris Wyn Williams', 'Me' and 'Topsy
Willis') (1928)
Note: This is the same image as KLPA/3/1/11
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/27 Women Swimmers on Deck at Pond

1931

Black and white photograph of women wearing
swimming costumes and holding a small table
and standing on the deck at the pond. The
woman to the centre of the photograph is sat on
the table amongst various items (1931)
Note: This is the same image as KLPA/3/1/8
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/28 Women Swimmers on Wooden Jetty by
Pond
Black and white photograph of eight women
swimmers wearing swimming costumes and
swimming hats whilst sitting and kneeling on the
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c1931

wooden jetty by the pond (c1931)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/29 Women Decorating Hut with Paper Chains
and Mistletoe

c1931

Black and white photograph of seven women
wearing swimming costumes whilst decorating a
hut with paper chains and mistletoe (c1931)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/30 Woman Dipping Her Toe in a Pond

c1931

Laminated black and white photograph of a
woman wearing a swimming costume and fur
coat whilst dipping her toe in a pond (c1931)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/31 Hampstead Swimming Club

1956

[Scan] of a black and white photograph of
individuals from Hampstead Swimming Club
(1956)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/32 Men on Jetty

n.d.

[Scan] of a black and white photograph of three
men standing on a jetty [possibly at the
women's pond] (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/33 Men & Boys Participating in [Life Saving
Training]

n.d.

[Scan] of a black and white photograph of men
and boys participating in [life saving training by
the men's pond changing area] (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/34 Men in Blazers with Trophies

n.d.

[Scan] of a black and white photograph of men
wearing blazers and stood by a table of trophies
(n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/35 Men's Pond

n.d.

Printed black and white photograph of the men's
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pond (the diving board can be seen in the
background of the photograph) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/36 Diving Board at Men's Pond

n.d.

Printed black and white photograph of the diving
board at the men's pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/37 Diving Board, Deck and Changing Rooms at
the Ladies’ Pond

c1997

Black and white photograph of the diving board,
deck and changing rooms at the ladies' pond
(c1997)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/38 Man Breaking the Ice at the Ladies' Pond

n.d.

Black and white photograph of a man in a boat
using a spade to break the ice at the ladies'
pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/39 Film Crew at Ladies' Pond

n.d.

Black and white photograph of a film crew
interviewing Rachel Douglas at the ladies' pond.
(Rachel was once the chair of the Mixed Pond
Association and was involved in setting up the
Hampstead Heath Swimmers Association) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/40 Woman Swimmer Walking Across a Jetty at
Men's Pond

n.d.

Colour photograph of a woman swimmer
walking across a jetty at the men's pond at
dawn (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/41 Men's Pond at Dawn

n.d.

Colour photograph of the men's pond at dawn
(n.d.)
OPEN
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KLPA/3/1/42 Men's Pond at Dawn

n.d.

Colour photograph of the men's pond at dawn
(n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/43 Lower Meadow at Ladies' Pond

n.d.

Colour photograph of the lower meadow at
ladies' pond overlooking the bird sanctuary.
(The photograph was taken early in the
morning) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/44 [Men's Pond] at Dawn

n.d.

Colour photograph of [men's pond] at dawn
(n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/45 Swimmer Looking Over Ladies' Pond

n.d.

Colour photograph a swimmer [possibly Ann
Griswold] wearing a red cap and stood on a
deck looking over the ladies' pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/46 Steps and Deck of Ladies' Pond

n.d.

Colour photograph the steps and deck of the
ladies' pond in the mist (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/47 Pond and Upper Meadow

n.d.

Colour photograph of the pond and upper
meadow in the winter sunshine. (The
photograph was taken through the railings of the
[Ladies' Pond]) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/48 Deck and Lifeguards Chair at Ladies' Pond
Colour photograph of the deck and raised
lifeguards chair at the ladies' pond. (A pond
'safety code' is attached to the lifeguards chair)
(n.d.)
OPEN
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n.d.

KLPA/3/1/49 Women Gathered to Chase Boys Out of Tree

n.d.

Colour photocopy of a colour photograph of
women gathering to chase two boys out of a
tree (The boys had climbed the tree to view the
ladies' pond) (Christine Garbart, a journalist for
The Mirror, wrote a play about it) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/50 Corporation of London Sign

n.d.

Colour photograph of a Corporation of London
sign which states: 'No nude sunbathing, No
dogs, No children under 8 yrs' (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/51 Corporation of London Sign

n.d.

Colour photograph of a Corporation of London
sign which states: 'Men not allowed beyond this
point' (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/52 Corporation of London Sign

n.d.

Colour photograph of a Corporation of London
sign which states: 'No cycles beyond this point'
(n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/53 'Kenwood Ladies Bathing Pond' Sign

n.d.

Colour photograph of a 'Kenwood Ladies
Bathing Pond' sign (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/54 Trees by Pond

n.d.

Black and white photograph of [the upper
meadow and] trees by a pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/55 Trees by Pond

n.d.

Black and white photograph of [the upper
meadow and] trees by a pond (n.d.)
OPEN
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KLPA/3/1/56 Trees by Pond

n.d.

Black and white photograph of [the upper
meadow and] trees by a pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/57 Trees by Pond

n.d.

Black and white photograph of [the upper
meadow and] trees by a pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/58 Hut from Upper Meadow

n.d.

Black and white photograph of a view of the hut
from the upper meadow (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/59 Celebration Cake at Pat's Retirement Party

n.d.

Colour photocopy of a colour photograph of a
celebration cake from Pat's retirement party
(Pat was a lifeguard [at the pond]) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/60 Vera & Pat at Pat's Retirement Party

n.d.

Colour photograph of Vera and Pat at Pat's
retirement party. (Vera and Pat were lifeguards
[at the pond]) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/61 Swimmers & Lifeguards at Pat's Leaving
Party

n.d.

Colour photocopy of colour photograph of Vera,
Jan and other swimmers and lifeguards at Pat's
leaving party (Vera and Pat were lifeguards [at
the pond]) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/62 May Allen with Other Swimmers
Colour photocopy of colour photograph of May
Allen (kneeling at the front of photograph) and
five other women swimmers on the deck [by the
pond] (n.d.)
OPEN
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n.d.

KLPA/3/1/63 Peacock at Pond

n.d.

Colour photocopy of colour photograph of a
peacock at the pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/64 May Allen & Friends on Deck by Pond

n.d.

Colour photocopy of colour photograph of May
Allen and three of her friends dancing/posing on
the deck by the pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/65 Swimmers on Diving Board at Ladies' Pond

n.d.

Colour photocopy of colour photograph of May
Allen (first from the right of the photograph) five
other women swimmers sat on the diving board
at the ladies' pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/66 Memorial Plaque for Pushkin the Pond Cat

c2001

Colour photograph of a memorial plaque for
Pushkin the pond cat (c2001)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/67 Pushkin Sitting in Office Drawer

n.d.

Colour photograph of Pushkin (the pond cat)
sitting in an office drawer (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/68 Pushkin Sitting on a Bench

n.d.

Colour photograph of Pushkin (the pond cat)
sitting on a bench (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/69 Val Dunn with Pushkin

1999

Colour photograph of Pushkin (the pond cat) sat
on Val Dunn's lap by the pond (October 1999)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/70 Dorothea, Olga & May at Dorothea's Birthday n.d.
Colour photograph of Dorothea, Olga Way and
May Allen at Dorothea's birthday (from left to
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right of photograph: Dorothea, Olga and May)
(n.d.0
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/71 Dorothea at [Birthday Party]

n.d.

Colour photograph of Dorothea at [a birthday
party]. (Dorothy was a former Treasurer for
KLPA) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/72 Dorothea with Birthday Cake at [Birthday
Party]

n.d.

Colour photograph of Dorothea cutting a
birthday cake at [a birthday party]. (Dorothy was
a former Treasurer for KLPA) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/73 Women on Deck by Fire Destroyed Building

1990

Colour photocopy of a colour photograph of two
women on the deck by a fire destroyed building
(August 1990)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/74 Val Dunn Swimming in Icy Water

n.d.

Colour photograph of Val Dunn swimming in
[the pond's] icy water (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/75 Swimmers After a Swim in the Moat at
Walnut Tree Farm

n.d.

Colour photograph of three swimmers stood
with Roger Deakin after swimming in Roger's
moat at Walnut Tree Farm. (From left to right of
photograph: Liz Meadows, Roger Deakin
(author of Waterlog), Mary Cane and Olga Way)
(The photograph was taken after the publication
of 'Waterlogged') (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/76 New Changing Rooms
Colour photograph of the new changing rooms
at [Kenwood Ladies'] pond (1992)
OPEN
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1992

KLPA/3/1/77 Dorothea With Two Women on Deck by Pond n.d.
Colour photograph of Dorothea with two women
on the deck by the pond in winter. (One of the
women could be Elizabeth Thorn) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/78 Dorothea With Two Women on Deck by Pond n.d.
Colour photograph of Dorothea with two women
on the deck by the pond in winter. (One of the
women could be Elizabeth Thorn) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/79 Alison, May, Katy & Unknown Woman by the
Pond

n.d.

Colour photograph of Alison Nolan (lifeguard),
May Allen, Katy (lifeguard) and an unknown
woman by the pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/80 May Allan and Val Dunn Building a Snow
Woman

n.d.

Colour photograph of May Allan and Val Dunn
building a snow woman by the pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/81 May Allan and Fiona Ellis with Snow Woman

n.d.

Colour photograph of May Allan and Fiona Ellis
with a snow woman by the pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/82 Swimmers with the 'Hungry Winter Swimmer
Cookbook'
Colour photograph of four women swimmers
with a copy of the 'Hungry Winter Summer
Cookbook' (from left to right of photograph: May
Allen, Ann Griswold, Val Dunn and Mary Cane)
(2002)
OPEN
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2002

KLPA/3/1/83 Swimmers with the 'Hungry Winter Swimmer
Cookbook'

2002

Colour photograph of four women swimmers
holding cooking utensils and a copy of the
'Hungry Winter Summer Cookbook' (from left to
right of photograph: May Allen, Ann Griswold,
Val Dunn and Mary Cane) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/84 Table Tennis Competitors

n.d.

Colour photograph of table tennis competitors
[by the pond]. (From left to right of photograph:
Val Dunn, unknown individual, Sharon, Fiona
Ellis, May Allen, Maggie Ray Jones, two
unknown individuals, and kneeling at the front is
Christine Garbutt) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/85 Val, Maggie and Sharon at Table Tennis [by
Pond]

n.d.

Colour photograph of Val Dunn, Maggie Ray
Jones and Sharon at a table tennis event [by
the pond] (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/86 Lifeguards at Fundraising [Event]

n.d.

Colour photograph of [the ponds'] lifeguards
raising money for 'Children with Leukaemia' [at
a fundraising event] (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/87 Swimmers Outside Tooting Bec Lido

2007

Colour photograph of Olga Way, Mary Cane,
Jane Shallice and other swimmers stood
outside Tooting Bec lido. (Possibly on a tour of
London's open pools) (2007)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/88 Main Entrance of Brockwell Lido
Colour photograph of the main entrance of
Brockwell Lido. (The photograph was taken
during a tour of London's open air pools) (2007)
OPEN
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2007

KLPA/3/1/89 Olga & Jane at Brockwell Lido

2007

Colour photograph of Olga Way and Jane
Shallice wearing swimming costumes and stood
by the side of a swimming pool at Brockwell
Lido. (The photograph was taken during a tour
of London's open air pools) (2007)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/90 [Lifeguard] at Brockwell Lido

c2007

Colour photograph of a [lifeguard] at Brockwell
Lido. (The photograph was possibly taken
during the tour of London's open air pools)
(c2007)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/91 Jo Goldsworthy at Brockwell Lido

c2007

Colour photograph of Jo Goldsworthy wearing a
swimming costume and stood by the side of a
swimming pool at Brockwell Lido (The
photograph was possibly taken during the tour
of London's open air pools) (c2007)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/92 Jules [at Brockwell Lido]

c2007

Colour photograph of Jules (a lifeguard) [at
Brockwell Lido]. (The photograph was possibly
taken during a tour of London's open air pools)
(c2007)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/93 Swimmers at Pond

n.d.

Colour photocopy of a colour photograph of four
swimmers at the pond. (May Allen is second on
the left in the photograph) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/94 Nina, May and Val at Cafe Mozart
Colour photograph of Nina Francis, May Allen
and Val Dun sat at a table outside Cafe Mozart
following a swim at Swain's Lane (n.d.)
OPEN
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n.d.

KLPA/3/1/95 May Allen and Nina Francis on Lower
Meadow

n.d.

Black and white photograph of May Allen and
Nina Francis sat on a bench on Lower Meadow
(n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/96 Inscription on Bench for Nina Lestchishen
(Francis)

n.d.

Colour photograph of the inscription on a bench
for Nina Lestchischen (Francis) [at the pond/in
the park] (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/97 Inscription on Bench for Nina Lestchishen
(Francis)

n.d.

Colour photograph of the inscription on a bench
for Nina Lestchischen (Francis) at the women's
pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/98 Male Swimmers on the Deck of Ladies Pond

n.d.

Colour photograph of male swimmers on the
deck of the ladies pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/99 Woman Playing Table Tennis

n.d.

Colour photograph of an unidentified woman
playing table tennis (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/100 Swimmers with Nina Lestchishen's Bench
on Parliament Hill
Colour photograph of Kelly, Mandy, Simone,
Fiona, Val Dunn, May Allen and [Maggie] with
Nina Lestchishen's memorial bench on
Parliament's Hill. (This was the first site of the
bench. It was later moved to the women's
pond) (2001)
OPEN
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2001

KLPA/3/1/101 [Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association]
Meeting

n.d.

Colour photograph of unidentified individuals at
a [Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association] meeting
(n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/102 Photograph of Painting of Winifred
Cornwell

2012

Colour photograph of an oli painting of Winifred
Cornwell. (The painting was done in
remembrance of Winifred who swam at the
Pond into her nineties, and in her heyday,
several times a day) (2012)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/103 May, Val, Fiona and Jules

n.d.

Colour photograph of May Allen (front of
photograph), Val Dunn, Fiona and Jules [by the
pond] (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/104 Julia, Jane and Ruth in a Rowing Boat

n.d.

Colour photograph of Julia Dick, Jane Smith
and Ruth Mundy in a rowing boat. (From left to
right of photograph: Julia, Jane and Ruth)
(n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/105 Val Dunn's Piece of Scarf

2016

Colour photograph of Val Dunn's piece of scarf
which was made by swimmers and used to
wrap the old hut on its last day (2016)
OPEN
KLPA/3/1/106 Snow at the Pond

n.d.

Colour photograph of snow on the deck at the
pond, seen through the door of the changing
rooms (n.d.)
OPEN
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KLPA/3/1/107 Fresh Water Clam at the Pond

n.d.

Colour photograph of a fresh water clam at the
pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/3/2

Photographs: May Day Celebrations

2013

Thirteen colour photographs of May Day
celebrations at the ladies' pond (photographs
taken by Eve Fetherstone) (2013)
OPEN
KLPA/3/3

Photograph Album

c1931

Photograph album featuring black and white
photographs of swimmers at Kenwood Ladies'
Pond (c1931), including:
- black and white photograph of swimmers on
the deck by the pond. (The photograph is
captioned 'The morning after the night before')
- black and white photograph of seven
swimmers in the pond
- black and white photograph of ten swimmers
on a path by the pond. (A woman to the middle
of the photograph is riding a bicycle)
- black and white photograph of twelve
swimmers on a path by the pond. (The
photograph caption states several names possibly of the swimmers photographed)
- black and white photograph of nine swimmers
on the deck by the pond. (The swimmer to the
centre of the photograph is sat on a table
amongst other items)
- black and white photograph of seven
swimmers sitting and kneeling on the deck by
the pond
OPEN
KLPA/3/4

Negatives: Ponds at Hampstead Heath
Ten sheets of black and white negatives of the
ponds and surrounding areas at Hampstead
Heath (n.d.)
[Note: The negatives relate to KLPA/3/1/57 &
KLPA/3/1/58]
OPEN
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n.d.

KLPA/3/5

Audio-Visual: 'Church of Pond'

c2015

Video titled 'Church of Pond' (for the exhibition
at Kenwood House) (filmed by Shula Hawes)
(c2015)
Note: digital material is stored in the digital drive
and can be consulted in the researcher's area.
OPEN
KLPA/3/6

DVD: 'City Swimmers'

2005

DVD titled 'City Swimmers: The campaign for
the Hampstead Heath swimming ponds' (by
Margaret Dickinson) (2005)
Note: digital material is stored in the digital drive
and can be consulted in the researcher's area.
OPEN
KLPA/3/7

Audio-Visual: Musicians and Singers at Pond
Event

2016

Ten video recordings of musicians and singers
performing at an event at the pond (the videos
where shot by S Hellard using an iPhone) (10
July 2016)
Note: digital material is stored in the digital drive
and can be consulted in the researcher's area.
OPEN
KLPA/3/8

Photograph: Swimming Excelsior Club

1903

Cardboard backed black and white photograph
of the Swimming Excelsior Club (1903)
OPEN
KLPA/3/9

Untitled Photograph

n.d.

Cardboard backed black and white photograph
of five women sat or stood around a trophy
(possibly women from the Kenwood Regulars
Club) (n.d.)
OPEN
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KLPA/4

Printed Material, Artwork & Other Items
Printed material, artwork and other items relating
to Kenwood Ladies’ Pond Association (KLPA),
outdoor swimming, and the ponds on
Hampstead Heath, including: posters and flyers
for KLPA events and events at the ponds,
papers, artwork and exhibition panels from the
Kenwood Swimmers Art exhibition, books and
publications regarding KLPA and outdoor
swimming, papers and artwork regarding the
‘Hungry Winter Swimmer Cook Book’, postcards
and greeting cards of outdoor swimming and the
ladies pond, dissertations regarding KLPA and
the ladies pond, signs and notices regarding the
ponds, poems regarding the ponds and outdoor
swimming, paintings and artwork of the ladies
pond, flyers promoting KLPA membership,
posters from Camden New Journal’s ponds
campaign, KLPA AGM talk, life ring memorial
for Susan Halter, oil painting of the ladies’ pond,
papers from other outdoor swimming exhibitions,
and other items relating to KLPA and outdoor
swimming (1987-2019)
OPEN
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1987-2019

KLPA/4/1

'Winter Swimming Is So Bracing!'

n.d.

Colour painting titled 'Winter swimming is so
bracing' (includes photocopy/scan of painting)
(n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/2

Sketch for Changing Room Mural

n.d.

Pencil [preliminary] sketch for a changing room
mural (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/3

Print of Pond Watercolour Painting

n.d.

Colour print of a watercolour painting of the
pond [at Hampstead Heath] (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/4

Postcards of Paintings

n.d.

Four colour postcards of [Molly Fletcher's]
paintings which feature women swimming (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/5

Sketches of Women Sunbathing

2015

Sketches of women sunbathing (2015),
including:
- print sketches of women sunbathing (by Jo
Goldsworthy)
- post card sent from Mary Kupa to Mary Cane
OPEN
KLPA/4/6

Artwork for Life Member Card
Computer generated artwork for Kenwood
Ladies' Pond Association's life member card (by
Sue Hellard) (2016), including:
- No.1) front of 'Life Member' card (featuring a
cartoon image of a woman walking down some
steps into a pond)
- No.2) back of 'Life Member' card (featuring a
cartoon image of a duck and a rubber ring)
- No.3) seven colour [design] sketches for the
'Life Member' card
Note: digital material is stored in the digital drive
and can be consulted in the researcher's area.
OPEN
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2016

KLPA/4/7

Artwork for Exhibition Poster

2015

Computer generated artwork for [a poster] for an
exhibition of swimmers artwork at Kenwood
House (designs by Sue Hellard) (2015),
including:
- No. 1) final artwork for the poster
- No. 2-3) five colour photographs of the poster
on display [at Kenwood House]
- No. 4- 13) ten [draft] poster designs
Note: digital material is stored in the digital drive
and can be consulted in the researcher's area.
OPEN
KLPA/4/8

Print of Watercolour Painting

c2015

Colour print of a watercolour painting of a pond
(c2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/9

Draft Prints for Kenwood House Swimmers
Art Show

2015

Eight draft prints [of a poster] for Kenwood
House Swimmers Art Show [by Sue Hollard]
(September 2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/10

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Girl with Bucket

2002

Colour painting titled 'Girl with Bucket' (by Sue
Hellard) (the painting was used in/painted for the
KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/11

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Grebe & Winter
Swimmer

2002

Colour painting titled 'Grebe & Winter Swimmer'
(by Sue Hellard) (the painting was used
in/painted for the KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/12

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Ginger Rub
Colour painting titled 'Ginger Rub' (by Sue
Hellard) (the painting was used in/painted for the
KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
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2002

KLPA/4/13

KLPA Cook Book Print: Grebe & Winter
Summer

2002

Colour print of a painting titled 'Grebe & Winter
Summer' (by Sue Hellard) (the painting was
used in/painted for the KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/14

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Winter Swimmer

2002

Colour painting titled 'Winter Swimmer' (by Sue
Hellard) (the painting was used in/painted for the
KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/15

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Heron

2002

Colour painting titled 'Heron' (by Sue Hellard)
(the painting was used in/painted for the KLPA
cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/16

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Cormorant

2002

Colour painting titled 'Cormorant' (by Sue
Hellard) (the painting was used in/painted for the
KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/17

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Long Tailed Tits

2002

Colour painting titled 'Long Tailed Tits' (by Sue
Hellard) (the painting was used in/painted for the
KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/18

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Flask

2002

Colour painting titled 'Flask' (by Sue Hellard)
(the painting was used in/painted for the KLPA
cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/19

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Wood Pidgeon
Colour painting titled 'Wood Pidgeon' (by Sue
Hellard) (the painting was used in/painted for the
KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
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2002

KLPA/4/20

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Heron in Water

2002

Colour painting titled 'Heron in Water' (by Sue
Hellard) (the painting was used in/painted for the
KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/21

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Puddings & Life
Buoys

2002

Colour painting titled 'Puddings and Life Buoys'
(by Sue Hellard) (the painting was used
in/painted for the KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/22

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Black-headed
Gull

2002

Colour painting titled 'Black-headed Gull' (by
Sue Hellard) (the painting was used in/painted
for the KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/23

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Kingfisher

2002

Colour painting titled 'Kingfisher' (by Sue
Hellard) (the painting was used in/painted for the
KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/24

KLPA Cook Book Painting: A/P Lifeguard

2002

Colour painting titled 'Kingfisher' (includes a
colour print of the painting) (by Sue Hellard) (the
painting was used in/painted for the KLPA cook
book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/25

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Rabbit
Colour painting titled 'Rabbit' (by Sue Hellard)
(the painting was used in/painted for the KLPA
cook book) (2002)
OPEN
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2002

KLPA/4/26

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Moorhen

2002

Colour painting titled 'Moorhen' (by Sue Hellard)
(the painting was used in/painted for the KLPA
cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/27

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Mallard

2002

Colour painting titled 'Mallard' (by Sue Hellard)
(the painting was used in/painted for the KLPA
cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/28

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Crow Head in
Picnic Box

2002

Colour painting titled 'Crow Head in Picnic Box'
(by Sue Hellard) and a handwritten note
regarding a proposed use of the painting. (The
painting was used in/painted for the KLPA cook
book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/29

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Spoon

2002

Colour painting titled 'Spoon' (by Sue Hellard)
and a handwritten note regarding a proposed
use of the painting. (The painting was used
in/painted for the KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/30

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Soups

2002

Colour painting titled 'Soups' (by Sue Hellard)
and a handwritten note regarding a proposed
use of the painting. (The painting was used
in/painted for the KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/31

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Winter Swimmer
Diving
Colour painting titled 'Winter Swimmer Diving'
(by Sue Hellard) (The painting was used
in/painted for the KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
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2002

KLPA/4/32

KLPA Cook Book Painting: Main Hut & Pond

2002

Colour painting titled 'Main Hut and Pond' (in
blue) (by Sue Hellard) (The painting was used
in/painted for the KLPA cook book) (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/33

Mary Cane's Talk to KLPA AGM

2016

Print out of Mary Cane's talk titled 'Pond Lif'e
which was delivered at a Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association (KLPA) AGM (2016)
OPEN
KLPA/4/34

Poster: 'Yippee Ms Dippee'

2016

Poster titled 'Yippee Ms Dippee' (used for
'Mayday Ice Cream Sunday') (May 2016)
OPEN
KLPA/4/35

Poster: 'Happy May Day'

2016

Poster titled 'Happy May Day' (used for 'Mayday
Ice Cream Sunday') (May 2016)
OPEN
KLPA/4/36

Poster: 'Enjoy a Dip Today'

2016

Poster titled 'Enjoy a Dip Today' (used for
'Mayday Ice Cream Sunday') (May 2016)
OPEN
KLPA/4/37

Poster: 'Classic Lifeguard Mivvi'

2016

Poster titled 'Classic Lifeguard Mivvi' (used for
'Mayday Ice Cream Sunday') (May 2016)
OPEN
KLPA/4/38

Poster: 'Come Winter Swimming'
Laminated poster titled 'Come winter swimming'
(n.d.)
OPEN
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n.d.

KLPA/4/39

Pat's Pond Poems & Picture

n.d.

Pat [Toad]'s pond poems and picture, including:
poem titled 'Women's Pond', poem titled
'Swimming in the Women's Pond', poem titled
'Pond Birds' Music', and a photocopied black
and white drawing of a field and pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/40

KLPA's Cook Book Recipes

2000

Papers and correspondence regarding recipes
submitted for Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association's (KLPA) 'Hungry Swimmer' cook
book (2000)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/4/41

Miscellaneous Writings & Poem

n.d.

Miscellaneous writing and poem (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/42

Poem: 'A Spell for Pond Witches'

n.d.

Poem titled 'A spell for pond witches' (by Hillary
Greenwitch) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/43

Untitled Poem

n.d.

Untitled poem regarding a first swim in the ladies
pond (by Jane Gregg) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/44

Leaflet: Hampstead Heath Dams: Why work
is needed'

2011

Leaflet titled 'Hampstead Heath Dams: Why
work is needed' (by the City of London)
(December 2011)
OPEN
KLPA/4/45

Postcard to Mary Cane
Postcard sent to Mary Cane [featuring a poem
from an unknown sender] (the front of the
postcard features a photograph of a pond at
Hampstead Heath) (n.d.)
OPEN
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n.d.

KLPA/4/46

Postcard: 'Wild Swimming Walks'

2015

Promotional postcard for the publication 'Wild
Swimming Walks' (2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/47

Flyer: 'It's Just Heaven - The Kenwood
Ladies Pond'

n.d.

Promotional flyer titled 'It's Just Heaven - The
Kenwood Ladies Pond' (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/48

Cook Book Recipe Request Form

2002

Cook book recipe request from sent out to
Kenwood Ladies' Association members (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/49

Leaflet: 'Rus in Urbe'

n.d.

Promotional leaflet for 'Rus in Urbe' (an
exhibition by Ruth Corney of photographs of
Kenwood Ladies Pond) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/50

Kenwood Swimmers Exhibition Accounts

2015

Papers regarding the finances and accounts for
the Kenwood Swimmers exhibition (curated by
Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders) (2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/51

Text for the Kenwood Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Text for the Kenwood Swimmers exhibition, and
a map of Kenwood Ladies' Pond (both written by
Jessica Lee) (2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/52

Sarah Sharman's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition
Printed copy of Sarah Sharman's
[drawing/painting] of Kenwood ladies pond. (This
artwork [was used] in the Kenwood Swimmers
exhibition) (2015)
OPEN
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2015

KLPA/4/53

Molly Fletcher's [Artwork] for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Papers regarding Molly Fletcher's [artwork] for
the Kenwood Swimmers exhibition, including:
four postcards featuring Molly Fletcher's
paintings of the ladies pond, paper featuring
eight of Molly Fletcher's paintings of the ladies
pond, and a paper regarding a sculpture Molly
Fletcher made of the ladies pond (2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/54

Sarah Saunders' Photographs for the
Kenwood Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed screen shots of Sarah Saunders'
photographs for the Kenwood Swimmers
exhibition (2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/55

Mole Wenick's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copies of Mole Wernwick's artwork
[used] for the Kenwood swimmers exhibition
(curated by Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/56

Ruth Petrie's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copy of Ruth Petries' artwork [used] for
the Kenwood swimmers exhibition (curated by
Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders) (2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/57

Sylvia Coury's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition
Printed copies of Sylvia Coury's artwork [used]
for the Kenwood swimmers exhibition (curated
by Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders) (2015)
OPEN
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2015

KLPA/4/58

Jo Goldsworthy's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copies of Jo Goldsworthy’s artwork
[used] for the Kenwood swimmers exhibition
(curated by Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/59

Val Dunn's Photographs for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed screenshot of Val Dunn's photographs
[used] for the Kenwood swimmers exhibition
(curated by Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/60

Pauline Latcham's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copy of Pauline Latcham's artwork
[used] for the Kenwood swimmers exhibition
(curated by Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/61

Maggie Jennings' Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copies of Maggie Jennings' artwork
[used] for the Kenwood swimmers exhibition
(curated by Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/62

Alison Turner's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition
Printed copy of Alison Turner's artwork [used] for
the Kenwood swimmers exhibition (curated by
Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
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2015

KLPA/4/63

Catherine Shakespeare's Artwork for the
Kenwood Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copy of Catherine Shakespeare's
artwork [used] for the Kenwood swimmers
exhibition (curated by Jane Smith and Sarah
Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/64

Lynda Franklin's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copy of Lynda Franklin's artwork [used]
for the Kenwood swimmers exhibition (curated
by Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/65

Catherine Peake's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copies of Catherine Peake's artwork
[used] for the Kenwood swimmers exhibition
(curated by Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/4/66

Danielle Vide's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed photograph of Danielle Vide's art [used]
for the Kenwood swimmers exhibition (curated
by Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/67

Gill Calvert's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition
Printed copy of Gill Calvert's artwork [used] for
the Kenwood swimmers exhibition (curated by
Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
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2015

KLPA/4/68

Monika Chakraverty's Artwork for the
Kenwood Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copy of Monika Chakraverty's artwork
[used] for the Kenwood swimmers exhibition
(curated by Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/69

Madeline Paxman's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copy of Madeline Paxman's artwork
[used] for the Kenwood swimmers exhibition
(curated by Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/70

Mary Cook's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copy of Mary Cook's artwork [used] for
the Kenwood swimmers exhibition (curated by
Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/71

Mary Cook's Artwork for the Kenwood
Swimmers Exhibition

2015

Printed copy of Mary Cook's artwork [used] for
the Kenwood swimmers exhibition (curated by
Jane Smith and Sarah Saunders)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/72

'International Women's Day Special Swim'
Artwork

2014

Artwork and ribbons for the 'International
Women's Day Special Swim' at the ladies pond
(8 March 2014)
OPEN
KLPA/4/73

Flyer: 'The Kenwood Ladies' Bathing Pond'
Promotional flyer for 'The Kenwood Ladies'
Bathing Pond' (a book by Ann Griswold) (n.d.)
OPEN
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n.d.

KLPA/4/74

Flyer: KLPA Members

n.d.

Promotional flyer advertising membership of
Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association (KLPA)
(featuring two illustrations by Sue Hellard) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/75

Poster: 'Hampstead Ponds Saved: Details'

2014

Poster titled 'Hampstead Ponds Saved: Details'
(by the Evening Standard) (December 2014)
OPEN
KLPA/4/76

Posters from Camden New Journal's 'Heath
Ponds' Campaign

2004

Ten posters from Camden New Journal's 'Heath
Ponds' campaign, including:
- poster, 'CoL...Go to Hell!'
- poster, 'McGuiness is NOT good for you' (two
copies)
- poster, 'Could pay...won't pay!' (two copies)
- poster, 'CoL are 'trunk' and disorderly!'
- poster, 'Keep 'em free to swim in'
- poster, 'Free the Hampstead Three'
- poster, 'Hands off the Ponds!'
- poster, 'Corporation of London gets £100
million a year from property. Make a little of that
available to keep Hampstead Ponds open and
free of charge'
OPEN
KLPA/4/77

Flyer: KLPA Members

n.d.

Laminated promotional flyer advertising
membership of Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association (KLPA) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/78

Flyer: 'The Swimmer'

n.d.

Promotional flyer for a special screening of 'The
Swimmer' at the Everyman Cinema in
Hampstead (n.d.)
OPEN
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KLPA/4/79

Flyer: 'Winter Swimming'

n.d.

Promotional flyer for winter swimming [at
Kenwood Ladies Pond] (includes a laminated
copy of the flyer) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/80

Poster: 'Swim Into Dawn'

2015

Laminated poster titled 'Swim Into Dawn' (for an
event at Winter Solstice) (2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/81

Poster: 'Glow Stick Swim'

2014

Laminated poster titled 'Glow Stick Swim'
(January 2014)
OPEN
KLPA/4/82

Photograph: Autumn Equinox Swimmers

c2013

Laminated colour photograph of ladies' pond
swimmers [on a walk/at an event] on the Autumn
Equinox (c2013)
OPEN
KLPA/4/83

Poster: All Hallows Eve Swim

2013

Laminated poster advertising a swim at
Kenwood Ladies Pond on the eve of All Hallows
(31 October 2013)
OPEN
KLPA/4/84

Poster: Winter Swimming Breakfast

n.d.

Poster advertising a winter swimming breakfast
at Kenwood Ladies Pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/85

Sign: 'Please close and secure the gate
behind you with rope. Thank you'
Laminated sign/notice which reads: 'Please
close and secure the gate behind you with rope.
Thank you' (n.d.)
OPEN
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n.d.

KLPA/4/86

Poster: 'Winter Tea Party'

n.d.

Poster advertising a winter tea party at Highgate
Library Civic & Cultural Centre (organised by
Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/87

Poster: 'Treasure Hunt and Pond Picnic'

n.d.

Poster advertising a 'Treasure Hunt' and 'Pond
Picnic' on 'Treasure the Pond Day' (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/88

Poster: 'Winter Swim'

n.d.

Laminated poster advertising a winter swim
event at Kenwood Ladies Pond (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/89

May Day Baskets

n.d.

Laminated [article] titled 'May Baskets' by Cher
B. Lashley (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/90

Sign: 'Hot Water at Ladies' Pond'

n.d.

City of London sign/notice which reads: 'Hot
water at Ladies' Pond' (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/91

Dissertation: 'Pond Life'

2004

Dissertation by Mary Cane titled 'Pond Life: The
biography of Kenwood Ladies' Bathing Pond'
(2004)
OPEN
KLPA/4/92

Flyer: Christmas Day Races & New Year's
Day Swim
Laminated flyer advertising Christmas Day races
for men and women and the men's pond, and a
New Year's Day swim at the ladies pond (n.d.)
OPEN
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n.d.

KLPA/4/93

Flyer: Opera Recital at the Pond

n.d.

Laminated flyer advertising Camilla Bull's opera
recital at the pond. (Camilla was a lifeguard at
the pond) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/94

Flyer: Autumn Equinox

2013

Laminated flyer advertising at Autumn Equinox
event at the ladies’ pond (2013)
OPEN
KLPA/4/95

Notice: Threat of Closure of Mixed Pond

2004

Sign/notice regarding a threat to permanently
close the mixed pond at Hampstead Heath (22
November 2004)
OPEN
KLPA/4/96

Draft Text for Notice on Mobile Phone
Complaints

n.d.

Draft text for a notice regarding complaints
made about visitors of the pond using mobile
phones to carry out business activities (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/97

Flyer: 'The Kenwood Ladies Bathing Pond'
and Winter Swimming

n.d.

Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association's flyer
regarding the sales of 'The Kenwood Ladies'
Bathing Pond' book and tips for swimming in
winter (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/98

Poster: Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association

n.d.

Laminated poster advertising membership of
Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association (KLPA)
(n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/99

Flyer: Spring Equinox Swim
Laminated flyer advertising a Spring Equinox
swim at Kenwood Ladies Pond (March 2013)
OPEN
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2013

KLPA/4/100 Flyer: Winter Solstice Swim

2013

Flyer advertising a Winter Solstice swim at
Kenwood Ladies Pond (2013)
OPEN
KLPA/4/101 Flyer: KLPA AGM & Talk by Kate Rew

2011

Flyer advertising Kenwood Ladies' Pond
Association's (KLPA's) annual general meeting
(AGM) and a talk given by Kate Rew and a
printed calendar of KLPA events (2011)
OPEN
KLPA/4/102 Notice: United Swimmers Association EGM

2004

Sign/notice regarding a United Swimmers
Association extraordinary general meeting
(EGM) in Highgate (20 December 2004)
OPEN
KLPA/4/103 Flyer: Chatathon & Pondathon

2015

Laminated flyer advertising a 'Chatathon' and
'Pondathon' at the ponds on Hampstead Heath
(20 September 2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/104 Illustrations Commissioned by the Daily
Telegraph

1998

Document featuring ten [of Sue Hellard's]
illustrations commissioned by the Daily
Telegraph for a gardening book (1998)
OPEN
KLPA/4/105 'Women's Swimming Through the Ages'
Exhibition
Document featuring [photographs/images of
exhibition panels] from the 'Women's Swimming
Through the Ages' exhibition (curated by Frank
Chalmers, a Channel swimmer) (2012)
OPEN
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2012

KLPA/4/106 Book: 'Wild Swimming Walks'

2015

Book titled 'Wild Swimming Walks: 28 lake, river
and seaside days out by train from London' (by
Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association) (edited by
Margaret Dickinson) (Photo editor: Sarah
Saunders) (2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/107 Flyer: Farewell to the Pond

2016

Laminated flyer advertising a 'Farwell to the
Pond' event at the ladies pond on Hampstead
Heath (January 2016)
OPEN
KLPA/4/108 Book: 'The Hungry Winter Swimmer'

2002

Book titled 'The Hungry Winter Swimmer:
Recipes from the ladies pond' [by Kenwood
Ladies' Pond Association] (2002)
OPEN
KLPA/4/109 Book: 'Goodbye Hut'

2016

Book titled 'Goodbye Hut' (by Sarah Saunders)
(2016)
OPEN
KLPA/4/110 KLPA Postcard: Flowers and the Pond

n.d.

Postcard by Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association
(KLPA) featuring a photograph of flowers and
the Kenwood Ladies Pond at Hampstead Heath
(photograph by Ruth Corney) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/111 KLPA Greeting Card

n.d.

Blank greeting card by the Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) (features a
photograph by Ruth Corney) (n.d.)
OPEN
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KLPA/4/112 Postcards of the Ladies Pond

n.d.

Set of seven postcards featuring various
photographs of women swimmers, pond wildlife
and Kenwood Ladies Pond at Hampstead Heath
(photographs by Ruth Corney) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/113 Postcards of Women Swimmers in 1929

n.d.

Set of five postcards featuring reproductions of
photographs taken of women swimmers at
Kenwood Ladies' Pond in 1929 (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/114 Postcards of Women Swimmers in 1930

n.d.

Set of three postcards featuring reproductions of
photographs taken of women swimmers at
Kenwood Ladies' Pond in 1930 (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/115 KLPA Greeting Card

n.d.

Blank greeting card by the Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) featuring a colour
photograph of a woman diving into the ladies
pond in winter (photograph by Ruth Corney)
(n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/116 KLPA Greeting Card

n.d.

Blank greeting card by the Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association (KLPA) featuring a colour
photograph of women swimmers having a
snowball fight by the pond (photograph by Ruth
Corney) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/117 KLPA Postcard: Ducklings on a Lifebuoy
Postcard by Kenwood Ladies' Pond Association
(KLPA) featuring a photograph of ducklings on a
lifebuoy on the ladies pond at Hampstead Heath
(photograph by Ruth Corney) (n.d.)
OPEN

93

n.d.

KLPA/4/118 Life Ring Memorial to Susan Halter

2016

Life ring memorial to Susan Halter, including:
colour photographs of Susan Halter and notes
written on the life ring about Susan's swimming
achievements. (Susan Halter, 1927-2015,
represented Hungary in the 1948 London
Olympics and then Great Britain, after she had
made her home in London. She swam with the
Mermaid Swimming Club, Swiss Cottage and
then for the Camden Swimming Club from 1949
until 2014 when she was forced to stop
swimming due to illness. Susan was a regular
swimmer at the Pond during her lifetime) (2016)
OPEN
KLPA/4/119 Dissertation: 'Of Field and Forest'

2016

Bound dissertation titled 'Of Field and Forest:
Aesthetics and the Nonhuman on Hampstead
Heath' (by Jessica J. Lee) (June 2016)
OPEN

KLPA/4/120 Oil Painting of Kenwood Ladies Pond

1987

Framed oil painting of Kenwood Ladies Pond in
early spring (painted by Dora Prower) (donated
[to KLPA] by Vera Davies, a retired lifeguard of
the ladies pond) (1987)
OPEN
KLPA/4/121 Exhibition Panels about Ladies Pond

2019

Nine exhibition panels featuring photographs
and information about Kenwood Ladies Pond
(the exhibition panels were first shown at
Hampstead and Highgate Festival (2019)
OPEN
KLPA/4/122 Poster: 'London's Tramways: Kenwood &
Highgate Ponds'
Cardboard backed poster titled 'London's
Tramways: Kenwood & Highgate Ponds' (by the
London Transport Museum) [possibly a replica
of an original Transport for London poster dated
around 1926] (n.d.)
OPEN
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n.d.

KLPA/4/123 Book: 'At the Pond: Swimming at the
Hampstead Ladies' Pond'

n.d.

Book titled 'At the Pond: Swimming at the
Hampstead Ladies' Pond' (by multiple authors)
(n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/124 Book: 'Taking the Waters: A Swim Around
Hampstead Heath'

n.d.

Book titled 'Taking the Waters: A Swim Around
Hampstead Heath' (by Caitlin Davies)
(photography by Ruth Corney) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/125 Kenwood Swimmers Art Exhibition

2015

Papers from the 'Kenwood Swimmers Art'
exhibition organised by Jane Smith and Sarah
Saunders, including: visitors book, notebook
featuring comments about the swimmers and
the pond, papers and details regarding artwork
contributors, and two posters/flyers advertising
the exhibition (1 poster is A4 and 1 poster/flyer
is A5) (2015)
APPLY TO ARCHIVIST
KLPA/4/126 Poster: 'The Ponds: Still Waters Run Deep'

2019

Poster titled 'The Ponds: Still Waters Run Deep'
(a film about the ponds on Hampstead Heath)
(2019)
OPEN
KLPA/4/127 Khadi Papers

n.d.

Khadi papers in the shades of blue, green and
purple with pressed leaves and flowers gathered
from around the pond by Jane Smith (Jane was
a pond lifeguard) (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/128 Poster: 'A Celebration: Swimmers' Art'
Poster titled 'A Celebration: Swimmers' Art' (from
the Kenwood Swimmers Art exhibition) (2015)
OPEN
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2015

KLPA/4/129 Swimming & Life Saving Badges

n.d.

Swimming and lifesaving badges, including:
badge, 'K.S.C Kenwood "Regs" Winter Section,
badge, 'Royal Life Saving Society Award of
Merit', and two printed copies of colour
photographs of each of the badges (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/130 Postcard: 'Wild Swimming Walks'

2015

Blank promotional postcard 'Wild Swimming
Walks: 28 lake, river and seaside days out by
train from London' (a book by Kenwood Ladies'
Pond Association) (two copies of postcard)
(2015)
OPEN
KLPA/4/131 Postcard: 'The Outdoor Swimming Society'

n.d.

Postcard promoting 'The Outdoor Swimming
Society' (n.d.)
OPEN
KLPA/4/132 Postcards of the Ladies Pond
Set of four postcards featuring photographs of
the pond hut and women swimmers at Kenwood
Ladies Pond (photographs by Ruth Corney)
(n.d.)
OPEN
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n.d.

